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Woman Seriously
Injured When Hit
By Auto On Sunday
transferred to the Western
Baptist Hospital in Paducah.
Details of the accident, investigated by state police, were
not available this morning. A
.I.H ('hurchill ambulance
Officials of the Murray. driver said that the driver of the
Calloway County Hospital said vehicle involved was from outMrs. Smith was treated for a of-town The accident reporfractured hip, fractured pelvis, tedly occurred 14 miles east of
and fractured shoulder, and Murra) on Highway 94
Mrs. Eulla C. Smith, Rosa
Three, was injured when she
was reportedly struck by an
automobile east of Murray
Sunday morning.

SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS—Suzanne Jones, ifar left) a Murray State
University sophomore from Murray recently received the Ruble Smith Scholarship from -the Murray State Association of Childhood Education. Other winners
were: Sandra Graf, 1second from Ieffl a MSU junior from Louisville; Joanne
Fitzgibbon, i second from right MSU freshman from Paducah; Nancy Mathis,
(right a MSC sophomore from Murray.
t Photo by Susie Combs

Dean Appears Ready To
Implicate Other Aides

Paul Mansfield,left, chairman of the Murray Lions Club Light Bulb Sale, sells the first package of
bulbs to Robbie Marine, center, while another Lion, James Rogers, looks for a customer to make his
first sale. Members of the Murray Lions Club will canvass the city on Tuesday evening, April 24,
selling bulbs. Miss Marine is secretary to the office of Personnel Services at Murray State University
and resides on Murray Route One.

WASHINGTON(AP)— White conducted the irinal investigaHouse Counsel John W. Dean tion into the case, which was
III, who has declared he will followed by Nixon's statement
not be niftide a scapegoat for that no White House aides were
April 7,
Watergate aftlq.,MP,!" involved. Nixon said
ready to implicate other wag' however, Mithe hid learned of
dential aides, says a source major new developments pointd
ing to the truth in the case.—
— dose to him. "Ina perhaps misguided conIn another development, The
Washington Poet quotes sources cept in protecting the people
Murray
today as saying President Nhai Found the President, he
In C-alloway County, new station operators and the like.
Fisher-Price Toys, currently businesses are being born all
on was told by members of hie (Dean has been caught up in
In terms of the number of
a
constructing a plant near the time.
own staff last year that former questionable activities,"
Daylight Saving Time begins
people in the local area who are
Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell and source close to Dean said Sun- Murray has, for the second
next Sunday. You lose an hour
Despite the difficulties and employed, it means that 9.9 per
consecutive year been voted the pitfalls involved, with each cent are self-employed.
Dean probbbly vet Involved in day.
Saturday night then you get it
April
The source said Dean's
"Manufacturer of the Year" by succeeding year an additional
both the wiretapping of Demoback next fall.
That is above the ratio
cratic party headquarters and 19 comment that he would not buyers and retailers responding number of local residents, reported for many areas of the
be made a scapegoat was "a to a survey conducted by Toy anxious to be their own bosses, country. The average in the
Mark Twain said "I'm opa subsequent coverup.
Nixon, said the Pot's clear indication that he is now and Hobby World, a trade embark on new ventures.
posed to millionaires, but it
United States is 7.7 per cent
would be dangerous to offer me
sources, responded, "Give me going to help the President journal serving the industry
They give up their jobs and and, in the East South Central
clear the White House staff of
Over 600 buyers responded to the security of a weekly income, States, 8.8 per cent.
the position".
some evidence."
question:
"What gather together the money they
Mitchell, former campaign those that have besmirched the this
Nationally, most individuallyWe saw a flower expert on TV
director for Nixon, testified last office of the presidency to the manufacturer was the best for have saved or can borrow and owned businesses are in some
yesterday who gave his formula
week before a grand jury in- end that President Nixon will you to work with in 1972?"
take the plunge. Some buy kind of retail trade, the figures
or the successful growing of
See Watergate, Page 12)
In addition, Toys magazine existing businesses and others show. That is the field that
vestigating Watergate. He told
Amaryli.s. After the plant has
honored Fisher-Price earlier start new ones from sad&
newsmen afterwards that be
attracts many of the people who
bloomed and the bloom is
this year as the result of a poll of
had heard discussion of wireMany
of
them ..are are just starting ogt for
Withered, cut off the stalk, he
50
national
top
buyers.
Fishertapping pions in the 1972 cam.
inadequately financed. They do themselves.
says, and place the plant, pot
Price received "Best of the not have enough capital to carry
paign but disapproved them.
The number of retail
and all, in a flower bed buried
Year" first place awards in the them through the lean early establishments in operation in
Dean reportedly has been
up to the rim of the pot. The
toy
line,
packaging
and
former
Nixon
can.
named by
years. Others are handicapped Calloway County is listed as 276
leaves will then flourish
manufacturing categories. because of insufficient know- In the latest government count.
paign aide Jeb Stuart Magr
Second place awards went for how of the field the are entering.
building up the huge bulb bor
uder as among those present a,
The fear that conglomerates
next year. Third week in August
advertisingand best toy Play
a meeting where bugging of the
However„ although the are swallowing up smell-take the potin the noose and put
' TheEAnaual Laker remilY"
Democratic headquarters
hazards are great and the odds companies so
fast and
It in the basement or similar
planned.
Songfest will be presented by
are heavily stacked against a
dominating the economic scene
place with no water whatDean, presidential
the Choral Department of the Hazel Woman's Club To
new business lasting more than
so thoroughly that a newcomer
soever. You water and feed it
Calloway County High School on
two or three years, there are cannot
Citizens
survive doesn't stand up
Senior
Honor
while it is blooming and while it
Thursday, April 26, at 7:30 p.m.
succeed very well.
that
many
SCHOIARSRIP WINNER—Rebecca Chaney, a Murray State
is out in the flower bed. When
The Hazel Women's Club will Evidence of that is to be seen alongside the facts.
in Jeffery Gym.
University, freshman from Murray, was recently presented the
the stalk shows signs of coming
Groups to perform in the have a luncheon and party for in the fact that no leas than 996
There are many more small
up again, probably February or l'200 scholarship from the Sigma department of the Murray
Songfest are the Mixed Chorus the senior citizens of Hazel on residents of Calloway County businesses in existence today
Woman's
Club.
Miss
Chaney,
the
daughter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs
Eugene
March, then put it out into the
and Laker Girl Chorus, under Saturday, May 12, at the Hazel make their living from their than there were ten years ago.
bright light, no sun, and start Chaney of Route 6, Murray, is majoring in elementary education.
the direction of Mrs. Josiah Baptist Church.
own businesses or professions, Analysts estimated that about a
watering and feeding once Presenting the scholarship is Mrs. William Smith. Photo by Sisal
Members of the club will be according to the Department of half million new enterprises are
Darnall, Calloway County High
('OMbS
more. This is a spectacular
Howard F. Brown, director School Choral Director, and soliciting donations from mer- Commerce.
launched annually, exceeding
of music education for the Miss Bonita Lawhorn, student chants in Murray this week for
bloom, seven or eight inches
They are the storekeepers, by a good margin the number
across.
Metropolitan-Nashiville school teacher from Murray State gifts as door prizes for the the doctors, the farmers, the that are discontinued because of
system, will return to his University.
event, a club spokesman said. barbers, electricians, gas death, retirement or failure.
The bulb has a very long rest'
Murray State University alma
Some of the Music to be
period
meter as the guest conductor performed include choral
for the President's Honor selections from Fiddler on the
Rhododendron escaped the
Concert Tuesday, April 24.
Roof and
Joseph and the
freeze and the thumb sized buds
Scheduled at 8 p.m. in Lovett Amazing
Technicolor
are beginning to open.
Auditorium, the program will
About 300 children from the 22 program for the day will be feature Brown, a 1935 graduate, Dreamcoat. They will also play
the songs that were performed
coordinated by the Student
Also the white Azaleas and westernmost counties of
Exceptional as the honored guest conductor for the contest at Murray State
Council
for
Kentucky
are
expected
to
I See Seen & Heard, Page 12) participate in the Special Children on the campus. for numbers by The University University.
You might call Goldfinger one Peerage" and is henceforth to then select 10 "Pretenders to
Wind Sinfonietta and TI-e
Following the concert, there
Olympics regional competition Opening ceremonies will be
of your plain ordinary be considered Royalty. Mrs. the Throne" who will be flown
Cadet Wives & Fiancees sponsored by the Kentucky held at 9 a.m., followed by Symphonic Band.
will be an art exhibit In the
-year-old, golden part with their owners to Miami
Paul W. Shahan, directory of Calloway County High School housecats. You might, but Mrs. Jones's 9
Association for Retarded competition in six events.
housecat has just Beach for a week of Pageant
Persian
1709
Jones
of
K.
Sandra
Plan Meeting Tuesday
Allan Beane, a graduate bands at Murray State, will Cafeteria by the students of the Audubon Dr., Murray, Ken- received a certificate from The activities which will culminate
Childred at Murray State
studentin special education and conduct the 39-member wind Art Department, under the tucky wouldn't. Not anymore. Royal Pussycat Pageant of in the Coronation of the new
"Cokes and Conversation" for University April 23.
sinfonetta and the 60-member direction of Larry Dunn, There
fiancees
will
Wives
and
Cadet
To begin with registration at project chairman, said parGoldfinger,tt seems, has been America proclaiming his right King or Queen of Houscats.
selections will also be a reception.
be held Tuesday, April 24, at Cutchin Stadium at 8 a.m., the ticipants will be assigned to band in the other four
The current ruler is King
named a "Member of the of ascension to the throne. This
The public is cordially invited
competitive divisions on the on the program.
eight p.m. at Col. Palmer
means that Goldfinger has a Eloise, owned by Lila and Pete
public to attend, and tickets may be
the
Emphasizing
that
bases of age and size. Each one
Peterson's quarters, 1709
chance to beome the new "King Stickeler of Wilton, Conn.
is invited to attend the ad- purchased from any choral
may enter two events.
The Royal Pussycat Pageant
Johnson Boulevard.
of America's 36 million
Sieben student or at the door, the
Events to be held include 50- mission free conned,
America is an annual
This will be the last event of
of
contest
national
in
a
housecats"
pregrarn is director said.
yard dash, 300-yard run, long said the annual
nationwide search to find the
the year and a discussion of
underway.
now
to
tribute
Alumni of the Laker choruses
jump, high jump,softball throw intended "as a
activities for next year will be
The local "Member of the King or Queen of America's
recognize those outstanding are especially invited and will
OXFCRD,England—US. Air Peerage" receives, in addition housecats. To enter, cat owners
held. A question and answer
I See Olympics, Page 12)
Marshall P. Jones, Jr.,
teachers who inspire and assert be asked to come and join the Force Master Sergeant Joe E.
period on customs and courto his colorful certificate, a two submitted a letter telling why
graduate
student
and
teaching
lasting influence upon the chorus'On Lutkin's "The Lord McPherson,son of Mrs. Bernice
tesies and the role of an army
month supply of cat food and is their pet should be crowned
assistant in biology at Murray
youth."
Bless You and Keep You," Mrs. McPherson, 516 Broad St., eligible to become one of the 50 4King tor Queen) along with a
officer's wife will be held.
University,
has
been
State
Murray, has arrived for duty at Pageant semi-finalists. The photograph of the cat.
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, Murray Darnall said.
No invitations will be sent. All
accepted as a candidate for his
State president, will present a
Upper Heyford RAF Station, Royal Pussycat Pageant will
wives and fiancees are urged to
(See Housecat, Page 12)
doctorate at Cornell University,
of
plaque
presidential
England.
attend, a spokesman said.
Ithaca, New York.
The Kirksey Parent-Teacher recognition to Brown for his
Sergeant McPerson, an
He was also awarded a Association will meet Tuesday, Leadership and his contribtuions
education
and
training
research assistantship in April 24, at 7:30 p.m. at the to music and to music
technician, is assigned to a unit
botany, and will work under Dr. school.
education.
of the U.S. Air Forces in
Robert T. Clausen, Professor of
Special speaker for the
The 1973 Presidents' Review Europe, America's overseas air
Brown, described by Shahan
Today mild with occasional Biology and Curator of the evening will be Willard Ails. as "one of the most enthusiastic of the Murray State University arm assigned to NAM. He
showers or thundershowers, onialgeld Herbarium at CornelL i Johnny Bohannon, principal, and loyal of all Murray State ROTC Cadet Corps will be previously served at Offutt
high in the mid and upper 70s. while Pursuing his course of and Mrs. Edward Willie, alumni," will conduct the wind conducted at 3:45 p.m. April 26, AFB, Neb!
Students from local schools Ftequarth and Janie Flora;
president, urge all members sinfonietta in the playing of 1973, in the university field
Tonight mild with showers or study for the Ph. D.
The sergeant attended have been selected to par- Clarinets Pam Lassiter. ,Inn
Jones expects to complete his and parents to bring their Cesar Franck's "Symphony in house.
thundershowers likely, low in
Murray High School and ticipate in the All-First District Gregory, Karen Foggo, and Jan
features received his B. S. degree in Junior Band, to perform at Outland; Alto Clarinet Gwen
The
review
the low.60s. Tuesday consider- graduate studies at Murray children for this informative D Minor" and the band in the
able cloudiness and mild with a State this summer and will session on drugs.
Purdom; Cornets LeAnna Dick,
"Symphonic Concert March" presentation of awards to ap- business in 1971 from the Heath High School May 12.
Special recognition will be by Giovanni Bonelli.
'chance of a shower, high in the move to Ithaca for enrollment
proximately twenty young men Univeristy of Nebraska at
Jane Suffill. and Marilyn
Jerry Gardner, eighth g4de
at the beginning of the fall term. given to the parents of the
distinguished Omaha.
mid 70s.
have
Howard; Baritone Melinda
Shahan will conduct the wind that
flute
player,
and
Perry
Sims,
Johnson; Trombones Karen
Outlook Wednesday through He is the son of Marshall P. eighth grade, who will be sonfonietta in "Chorale and themselves while members of.
trombonist,
both
. seventh grade
REVIVAL SPEAKER
Turner, John Hirt, and • Emily
Friday: Chance of showers or Jones,Sr., former United,States graduating this spring.
Alleluia" by Howard Hanson the Reserve Officers Training
of Lynn Grove Elementary
Rev.
Ambassador
to
Paul
the
Dailey
of
East
Hazel
will
African
The
devotion
willte
given
by
Corps
Porter:, Tuba David Jewell; and
Medieval
thundershowers Wednesday and
and "Varients on a
were
from
Calloway
selected
Percussion, Jerry Jones.
The awarAs win be presented be evangelist in the revival
again late Thursday and Fri- Republic of Malawi, and Mrs. Bro. Glen Puckett, Coldwater Tune" by Norn Dello Joio and
to
Terry
County, according
The all-First District .Junior
day. Near or a little below nor- Marshall P. Jones, who now United Methodist Church.
the band in "Symphony for by University President Harry services, at the Northside Goodwin,'bind -director
resids. ,1313 Mtia..Street
Baptist
Church,
Mayfield,
several
of
ceipposod Of...the most
members
Sparks
and
,
..social,
him/
..liosteaseSinr
the
,Bis
by
temperatures -with Watts,
Bimd" -Sitimaphesiy Ne..-61
Murry after is retirement are the seventh and eighth
Sale& band members were outstanding seventh anYeTghth
starting tonight TblonditiT
daily in, the 60s to low 70s.
Vincent Persichetti and "Music local Civic' organizations.
The public is cordially invited continuing through Sunday. selected from Murray Middle grade students in the First
Overnight lows in the 40s to low from t,he U.S. Diplomatic grades, Mrs. AimeM. Hopkins for a Festival" by Gordon
School, including flutes Sherry District area..
Service in 1970.
Services are at 7:30 p.m.
and James Ni'.
.
"
to attend the ceremony.
50s.
Jacob.

Seer_)&1-4eArd

Fisher-Price __996 Selflmployed
is-Voted,To
Industry Honor In 0110wiy County

Laker Songfest
& Art Exhibit
To Be Thursday

Howard Brown To
Conduct Music
At Honor Concert

Special Olympics
Scheduled April 28

Murray Housecat Becomes Royal
'Member Of Peerage' In Contest

Jones Awarded
Assistantship

Joe McPherson Is
Assigned, England

Kirksey PTA Will
Meet Tuesday Night

President's Review
To Be Held April 26

—
_
The Weather

45

10 Students Selected
For All-District Band
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W. P. Williams, President 11941-19631
James C. Williams, Editor and Publisher
Gene McCutcheon, News Editor and Production Manager

By BILL Ni.DLIRK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP ) -- An
inflation rate that, if continued,
would take 6 cents out of each
consumer dollar by year's end
is creating new pressure for
tighter wage-price controls.
President Nixon is resisting
any such move, but the resistance appears to be weakening
as reports of sharp price increases continue to undermine
his largely voluntary Phase 3
control program.
The latest Gross National
Product report, announced
Thursday, shows inflation during the first three months of
1972 up by 6 per cent on a yearly basis.
The immediate effect of the
inflation spiral, already felt, by
most shoppers, officially is
recorded today with Labor Department release of the March
consumer price index. It reflects the 2.2 per cent hike in
March wholesale prices, highest in 20 years.

The Owtstanding Civic Asset of a Community
Is the Integrity of its Newspaper

MONDAY—APRIL 23, 1973

Good Morning
President Nixon has named a special commission
to help keep wage settlements within Phase 3,
guidelines. Its first chore will be to figure out what
the guidelines are.—Raleigh (N.C.) News and Observer.

111

The Lions Roar

Graham Plan
The Rev. Billy Graham. President Nixon's personal preacher. is quoted by the Charlotte ( N.C. i
Observer as advocating castration of convicted
rapists. That would find a lot of support, especially
among the non-Bible readers. The Bible readers
would ask: What would Mr. Graham do about-Mary
Magdalene? Casting the first stone would be a good
subject.for nr.Sirgham'ji _next prayer breakfast at
the White House.—Roanoke (Va.) Times.
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HANDSHAKE MEANS NOTHING TO REDS

Hanoi still uses POWs as pawns

The decision by North Vietnam to the return of military and civilian
withhold the release of the second prisoners of war in Vietnam, and if
major group of American prisoners we supervised the care and feeding
war should not come as a surprise of the Communist members of the
of
In making peace at Wounded Knee, the United
anyone who has followed the Joint Military Commission.
to
States government has shown proper restraint with
For us to do so would be no more
of the war in Indochina. It IV
course
rebellious Indians. We can imagine what would have
Communists behaving like and no less than a wholesale revision
simply
happened to ethnic minorities that defied a comCommunists — no more and no less of the cease-fire agreement beat out
munist regime.
and mouse game that so laboriously in Paris. That agree—
than
Military force could have brought quick setNorth Vietnam has played with the ment, as President Nixon has noted,
tlement at Wounded Knee, but another massacre
issue of the prisoners whenever it links the return of American prisonwould have provided a fresh blot on American
ers of war to or* thing only — withhas suited its fancy.
history.- Irrespective of race, color or region, O.S.
The roots of the most recent issue drawal of American troops from
citizens, can hope that the pipe of peace will be
are not difficult to trace. For nearly South Vietnam. We have lived up to
smoking continuously in Indian country.—
three decades North Vietnam has our part of this obligation scrupuCharleston (S.C.-) News and Courier:—
been insisting that the war in the lously.
Against tnis backdrop, two asSouth is a civil war; that if we would
just get out and leave them alone the pects of the'durrent Communist mapeople of South Vietnam would hail neuver are significant. Ofte Is that
LEMUEL•TIMES TILE
the Communists with song and gar- Hanoi did not make its latest move
at the proper official levels, but just
lands.
Deaths reported are Mrs. Jennie Killebrew, age
News coverage of the Joint Mill- let the word slip out in Vietnam that
49;•-wite-diell-Aprii.81-at-41w-Murtay-Haapiiairand--- nding the release Of Our
mmission a Ctivifferirlee it was suspe
tary
Calvin (Jack)Futrell, age 81, wlxi'died today at the
'Rang, flashed around the servicemen. Presideqt Nixon acted
and
flown" of a niere, Mrs narrell Mafbig
world via-satetttte television, has ex- exactly rtght try mating the issue of
The three day annual meeting of the Memphis
hibited otherwise. Sticks and stones first priority at Paris. This will
Conference of the Woman's Society of Christian
rather than parades and flowers smoke out the politburo.
Service opened today at the First Methodist Church
Secondly, Hanoi has not actually
were the response of the South Viethere. Rev. W.E. Mischke is the host pastor.
namese people to the Communists broken the Jan. 27 Paris agreement
Jack Bryan, superintendent of the Murray
who had billed themselves as popu- which requires only that it release
Natural Gas System, will be the featured speaker at
lar saviors. The resulting loss of face ,all Americans by March 28. The
the meeting of the Tennessee Public Utilities to be
to the North Vietnamese and Viet phased return of the prisoners by
held Thursday in Clarksville, Tenn.
groups was a good faith arrangeCong was immense.
Mrs. Jeanne Willis was declared the winner of the
In their own eyes the Communists ment — a handshake deal.
speech contest of Council 3 of the Toastmistress Club
It is still a fair bet that American
could see no alternative but to seek
held in Evansville, Ind., on April 20.
face-saving retribution primarily prisoners will be released — perhaps
against Americans because the a bit late but still generally within
South Vietnamese simply would the overall time limit. The North
have laughed at them — further Vietnamese would not dare do otherIMMO=•=OM PIM
wise considering the club we hold in
eroding their slipped image.
of our commitment to remove
terms
Vietnamese
North
the
result,
a
As
Mrs. Agatha Wilcox died ApriI•16 at the home of
from their harbors and
their
mines
with
the
right
things
put
to
sought
her daughter. Mrs. Bliford Bailey.
own constituency by slapping at the rivers.
Dr.- Harley C. Chiles, -pastor of the First Baptist
In the meantime, the current exUnited States of America. They inChurch, Murray, was presented -an "outstanding
sisted that they would return to the ample of Intransigence is an eloachievement" award by Georgetown College,
subject of prisoner repatriation only quent commentary to those who still
if the United States assumed sole re- insist that we can deal with the ComGeorgetown. Ky.
for assuring the cease- munists in good faith, by shaking
sponsibility
The engagement of Miss Veronica Kolinski of
fire, if we undertook to guarantee hands.
Murray, daughter of Mrs. Ignatius Kolinski of
Minneapolis, Minn., to Edward Mason Shroat, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Jefferson Davis Shroat, Sr., of
Murray, has been rnnounced.
Births reported are a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Orbie
Culver, Jr., on April 15, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
There are no time limits for
Veterans are returning to but applications filed after a
Rondall Burt on April 18, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. civil life at a much slower pace long period of unemployment veterans to:
.1. T Adams on. April 21.
Apply to any VA office for a
than during the 1970-71 peak could result in a lower rate of

Truce With Indians

Ten Years Ago Today

20 Years Ago Todgy

Veterans Returning To Civil Life Slowly

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Draw nigh to God and he will draw nigh to you.—
James 4:8.
No matter how alienated we have been if we come
to God in sincerity, we shall be welcomed and lifted
up.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
• The United States has become a classless society
Wilpose economy is based on the -headache and in
which everAody swallows the same kind of aspirin
without:relief from pain — taxation. ,.
-The ail of taxation consists in so
elucking the goose as tO obta in the
" largest amount of feathers with the
least possible amount of hissing."
— J. B. Cotbert

Your Indivii
Fran
FOI

we reserve the right to reject any AdvertiSing, Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice Items which, in our Opinion, are not for the best In
• terest of our readers.
National Representatives: Wallace Witmer'Co., 1509 Madison Ave ,
Memphis, Tn , Time I. Life Bldg., New York, N.Y., Stephenson Bldg ,
rsi.trnit Mich
Subscription Rates: By carrier in Murray • $35 per week, $1 52 Per
month, $18.20 per year. By mail in Calloway and adjoining counties,
$7 50 per year; other destinations, $19.00 per year All mail stibccoptions plus 5 percent state tax.
Entered daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission
as Second Class Matter.

Zoo officials say they- are backing the meat
boycott by feeding fish to the lions. The next order of
business will be an ad seeking replacements for the
missing keepers of outraged lions.—Hope (Ark.)
Star.

Inflation Rate Creating Pressure
Anew For Tighter Price Control

P4GE THREE

period for military discharges,
but
the
Veterans
Administration has not relaxed its
"Outreach" program for
veterans.
A checklist of important
deadline dates is one of the
timely reminders, issued
periodically as part of the
"ourtreach" effort. Other steps
include counseling at all
military separation points, in
military hospitals and even on
aircraft carriers—and mobile
van visits to home towns and
direct mail follow-up to
veterans after discharge.
The veterans' timetable to
take full advantage of various
benefits and program is:
Within 90 days, apply to
former employer for reemployment.
As soon as possible, register
with local state employment
service office. ( Veterans have
up to a year to apply for
unemployment compensation,

unemployment compensation.)
Within 120 days(or one year if
totally disabled at time of
separation), convert Servicemen's Group Life Insurance (without examination )
to private, commercial policy
Within one year from date of
notice of VA rating on
_disability, apply to any VA
office for G.I. life insurance
based on service connected
disability.
Within one year, apply to any
VA office for dental care
As soon as possible, apply to
an any VA office for G.I.
education
or
training.
Education or training under the
G.1 Bill must be completed
within eight years of separation
from military service.
In 30 days, register with
Selective Service or any local
beard, if not already registered,.
In ten days, report address to
Selective Service through local
board I in person Or by mail)

G.I. loan guaranty to buy a
farm,or bay,bulk;or improve a

home;
File claims with any VA office
for compensation for service
connected disabilities or
disease.
Apply for hospital care.
Seek assistance from state
employment offices for jobs or
Labor Department job training
Programs.
VA said its 72 assistance
centers around the country are
ready to help veterans get a
quick start in civilian life.

Canadian man is
working on Eskimo
dictionary
Duncan Pryde, a Scottish
immigrant living in Yellowknife, Northwest Tilritorige
is writing the first dictionary
and grammar textbook in the
Eskimo language

Although the President is
considering ways to toughen his
Phase 3 program, his economic
advisers are not convinced that
any tightening will be effective.
They feel this way because
the economy is reaching boomlike proportions with heavy demand for a number of products, an economic condition
that tends to push prices up.
• The administration's economic officials feel-that a return to
mandatory wage-price controls
such as existed prior to Jan. 11,
or even a freeze, would blow up
in the face of the fast economic
expansion.
Treasury Secretary George
P. Shultz, who is closest to Nixon on economic matters, is op.
posed to tougher controls and.
wants to return to a free
my as soon as possible. But
Shultz is reported to feel that
the recent sharp increase in
prices has made it necessary to
tighten up for psychological
reasons, at least for a while.

pected to move soon, according my and the rate of inflation—
to officials close to the situ- raising taxes.
ation. One report circulating is
that Nixon will act at the time
he signs the bill extending his
authority to control wages and
prices for another year.
That authority expires April
30. Congress has all but completed action on the measure,
but is in an Easter recess and
will not return until April 30.

DETROIT (AP) — A crisis
for actress Carol Charming has
been averted — a sympathetic
thief has returned her eyelashes.
The administration won its
Charles Lowe, Miss (Ianfight on Capitol Hill against
fling's husband and manager,
proposals to freeze all prices at said the 11 pairs of false eyetheir March 16 levels and direct
lashes were returned Thursday
the President to order price
after he made a special appeal
rollbacks.
through the local media.
The eyelashes were stolen in
The GNP report released
Thursday showed that inflation Detroit Wednesday, along with
a wedding ring and silver cufflin the first three months of the
inks, while Miss Charming was
year rose at an annual rate of 6
performing in the musical "Loper cent, the biggest quarterly
relei."
bulge in prices since the 1970
Lowe said the eyelashes, sperecession, and more than cially made in Italy, were imdouble the inflation rate the ad- portant to his wife's career
ministration would like to see since people had come to exby the end of the year.
pect her big eyelashes accenteyes. He said the
Both Congress and the busi- ing her large
of eyelashes Miss
pair
one
ness community are clamoring
Charming had left — the ones
for tougher government action
she was wearing during her
against the inflation problem.
performance — would last only
The administration says that
another month at most and it
the federal budget and the
would take six weeks to have
monetary policies of the Federmore made.
al Reserve Board now must
The thief apparently agreed
play the key roles in halting the
and returned the eyelashes in
inflationary spiral.
their silver case, a few hours
The President is committed after Lowe's appeal Thursday.
'Twain& another economic tactic The wedding ring and cufflinks
that could slow down the econo- were not returned.

Delta Queen Docks April 30
For Possibly Last Homecoming

CINCINNATI. Ohio (AP)—
The Delta Queen, among tits
royalty of riverboats but apparently doomed by a Nov. 1
law, docks here April 30, for
possibly its last homecoming.
The famous overnight passenger steamboat, last of a kind,
may be barred from river travThe administration is ex- el by a federal law that does

New Diet For Cows May
Reduce Level Of Fats
By BRIAN SULLIVAN
AP Sciesee Writer
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. ( AP)
— A new diet for dairy cows
may reduce the level of saturated fats in milk.
The diet doubles the amount
of desireable polyunsaturated
fatty acids in the milk, according to scientists from the Ohio
Agricultural Research and Development Center.
Animal products — meat,
milk and eggs — are major
sources of saturated fats in the
human diet. Saturated fats
have been linked to rising blood
cholesterol levels, and these in
turn are a risk factor in heart
disease.
"Research evidence indicates
-that most people can lower the
cholesterol level in their blood
by modifying their diet to partially replace saturated fat with
unsaturated fats rich in polyunsaturated fatty essence," the
Ohio researchers said.
Cattle and sheep, although
they eat low fat foods, create
high levels of saturated fats in
meat and milk because microorganisms convert the polyunsaturated fats in their diet to
saturated fats during the digestive process.

Carol Channing
Thief Returns
False Eyelashes

Australian scientists have developed a method of coating the
polydietary
animals'
unsaturatee so that they are not
converted. A US. firm is now
working toward production of a
supplement in this process. The
U.S. Departmmt of Agriculture
is doing similar work.
The Ohio researchers, Dr.
Donald L. Palrnquist and Wilson R. Mattos, told the 57th annual meeting of the Federation
of American Societies for Experimental Biology today that
they worked on another method
of protecting polyunsaturated
oils fed to dairy cows.
A mixture of water and soyflour was put together, with the
soyflour containing in numbers
10 to 12 per cent linoleic acid, a
major polyunsaturated fatty
acid. The resulting product was
dried out and eight pounds a
day of it was fed to each of
three lactating Jersey cows.
"The experimental diet effectively increased the level of
polyunsaturated fatty acids in
the milk fat from 10 to 19 per
cent," the Ohio researchers reported.
Saturated fatty acid in the
milk fat was reduced from 56
to 40 per cent, they said.

i* Open Every Night *'

09ILIRRAY
DRIVE ?t
e45
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not allow wooden ships to carry
pass(agers overnigiat.
Green Lines Inc., operators
of the sternwheeler, are attempting for a second time to
have the wooden vessel exempted permanently from the
federal Safety at Sea Law.
Current exemption runs out
Nov. 1: Green Lines officials
feel the federal law should apply only tcl-Oceagoing
Green -Lines 'has a fleet of
steel boats being built to replace the Queen, but none will
be operational until 1975. Resent additions have updated
warning signals on the Queen. The boat will arrive from
I,ouisvali at the Cincinnati Riverfront at 11 a.m where it will
be met by dignitaries, bands.
and officials of the Cincinnati
Reds and I3engals.
The sternwheeler will stop
briefly at the south end of the
city, where news media members and 90 third grade students will board. The students
were all winners in a "Save the
Delta Queen" poster contest.
WKRC-TV will televise live
the homecoming.

Info
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he true story of
Sheriff Buford Pusser

WALKING TALL41
It happened in
W. Tenn., just 95 miles
from Murray!!
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Your Individual Horoscope

etlo

Frances Drake

FOR TUESDAY, APRIL 24, 1973
Look in the section in which progressive action now, but be
your birthday comes and find careful not to make too many
what your outlook is, according waves. A certain amount of
to the stars.
discretion needed.
ARUM
g
rail
SAGITTARIUS
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
eirlk
Deals with close associates ( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )
You may have an urge to
may not be entirely satisfying,
but those with persons at a gamble on speculative vendistance could be extremely tures; this, coupled with your
successful - especially if undue optimism in finances,
could have a severe effect on
finances are involved.
your resources. Care!
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21)
An unpleasant domestic CAPRICORN
situation should be clearing up (Dec. 72 to Jan. 20) la
In spite of certain challenges
now, so take a breather. A few
those
hours devoted to creative work and some opposition from
opwill clear up any lingering at the top, don't let your
on
You
are
run
down.
timism
mind
at
"clouds" and put your
others will
track
as
right
the
ease.
see later.
GEMINI
AQUARIUS
(May 22 to June 21)
If you are not sure of how to (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Some puzzling situations
move in a certain situation, best
put off action for a while; you indicated. If you can touch
are not likely to be rescued bases with certain people at a
distance, however, you can
through luck.
work things out.
CANCER
iJune 22 to July 23)
PISCES
•-v
Some family difficulties likely (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 's
- especially with in-laws. Tact
Don't let rumors and idle
and patience on your part can speculation cause you to
be instrumental in lessening become restless and (or) intension.
decisive. Carry out your plans
LEO
as scheduled. Things should
I July 24 to Aug. 23)
turn out well.
Rebellion against those in
YOU BORN TODAY are
authority will not lessen your
responsibilities, so calm down. unusually capable, self-reliant,
Stress integrity to maintain persistent and responsible to a
trust. You have a flair for the
your status_
dramatic and may take to the
VIRGO
theater as a career; also, your
i Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Do not pay much attention if great love for the traditional
associates seem difficult. Many would make you an excellent
persons are "edgy" now, so historian. Sympathetic and
don't take unseemly action humanitarian in your impulses,
the fields of education and
personally.
social, welfare are also fine
LIBRA
outlets for your talents Music
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Keep plans flexible: changing and sculpture are the artistic
situations could make revision mediums which you could
necessary. On the personal easily commercialize. You can
aide: romance and outdoor accomplish the "impossible"
welcome
normally
and
Interests highly favors& •
challenge with zest. Birthciate
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nie4V• of: Anthony Trollope, English
You are one of the few in a novelist; Shirley MacLaine,
position to take strong and filin star.

no?

ArA.

longtime War Opponents
Trying To Cut Off Funds
WASHINGTON(AP)- Longtime opponents of the Vietnam
war are marshaling forces for
a Senate vote in May on cutting_
ja funds for continued
-bombing in Cambodia and
Laos.
A bill by Sens. Frank Church,
D-Idaho, and Clifford P. Case,
R-N.J., would deny spending
for any U.S. military operations
in Indochina and U.S. aid to
North Vietnam unless Congress
specifically approves.
They plan to offer the legislation as an amendment to the
annual State Department authorization bill pending before
the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee.
The committee is to hear
from Secretary of State William P. Rogers on April 30 and
act on the bill shortly thereafter. The committee has approved end-the-war amendments frequently in the past.
Case and Church, in a letter
seeking the support of other

senators, said their bill "is neither pro-war nor antiwar,
hawkish nor dovish,"
"It is our sole purpose to
Sure that this question is
-passed upon by Congress," they
said.
With increasing frequency,
senators have challenged the
President's constitutional
grounds for ordering renewed
bombing in Cambodia and
Laos.
Defense Secretary Elliot
Richardson and other administration spokesmen say the military activity is within the President's authority as commander-in-chief to enforce the Vietnam cease-fire agreements.
Case and Church said that
with American troops withdrawn from Indochina, "any
reinvolvement of our military
forces constitutes a new warsomething that should not be
undertaken except by the considered and prior decision of
Congress."

WIN Program
Gets Jobs
For 1,630
FRANKFORT, Ky.-Over
1,630 welfare recipients in
Kentucky have been placed in
jobs since the federal workfare
program went into effect last
July, the Department of
Economic Security announced
today.
The Work Incentive Program
(WIN) requires able-bodied
welfare recipients to register
for work or training in an effort
to reduce the welfare rolls and
Increase the number of individuals placed in gainful
employment.
Economic Security Commissioner Gail S. Huecker said
that since the program began,
13,512 individuals have been
registered for work. Over 307
have successfully completed
the program which included
training or job placement or
both.
The tax credit incentive,
applicable to employers who
offer jobs to WIN participants,
has induced several business
firms to hire 60 recipients of Aid
to Families with Dependent
Children ( AFDC).
As of April 1, there were
43,814 Kentucky families
receiving AFDC. This figure
represents more than 152,293
individuals. '
NationWide, 92,325 welfare
recipients have found employment since last July. Over
1,023,0823 have registered for
work and 256,678 are certified as
ready for training or jobs with
child care and other social
services provided. Over 14,646
Individuals have been hired
under the tax credit for employers.

Hospital Report
ApIrl 18, 1373
ADULTS..100
NURSERY..4
DISMISSALS
Morris Reed Futrell, Route 5,
Cadiz, Mrs. Ruby Estrelle
Rudolph, 713 Sycamore,
Murray, Mrs. Audrey Evalena
Barnett, Route 1, Almo, Louie
Westerman, -Route 5, Box 76,
Murray, Dan O'Neal Barrow,'
206 S. 7th Street, Murray,
Tommy Dari-Worlunan, 703.S.
9th Street, Murray, Cecil
Outland, Route 7, Murray, T.P.
Jones, Route 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Linda Sue Smith, Route 5,
Beaton,Master J.R..Bates, NewConcord, Mrs. Juanita Wells
Spiceland, Route 5, Ras 23*
Murray, Mrs. Lisa AnnetteGrubbs, Route 2, Arlington,
Mrs. Shirley Jean Swift, Route
6, Murray, Miss Agnes Gail
Rochelle, Route 73, Hales Tr.
Ct., Murray, Mrs. Margarat
Morris Scarbrough, 1711 West
Olive Street, Murray, Mrs.
Patsy Lee Smith, Route 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Myrtle Cltxly
Farris, P.O. Box 128, Murray,
Mrs. Eula Mae Paschall, Route
1, Farmington, Mrs. Nettie
Page Klapp, Box 415, Murray,
Mrs. Ethis Ross, 412 S. 9th
Street, Murray, Mrs. Opal
Lawrence McFarland, 1107
Mulberry, Murray, Mrs. Duel
Vance Thompson, Route 3,
Murray, Mrs. Sheila Kay Wells,
916 N. 15th Street, Mayfield,
Mrs. Rayburn G. Adams (expired) 518 S. 13th Street,
Murray.

Prices Good Mon., Tues., Wed. Thurs. April 23, 24, 25 & 26
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REELS FROM FAMOUS
MANUFACTURERS
SPECIAL
5*

REELS
si

•Berkley Model 808

Model
4300

Reg. 16.99
12..9

Reg. 13.97

CENTURY MODEL 1008

*Stainless steel sealed ball
bearing.
*Non-corrosive finish and anodized spool.
*Snap-ofT spool, spring loaded
drag.
*Hard-chrome
plated roller
Pick up.

*No backlash casting.
*Selecto-Dial drag.
*Right or left hand
refrieve.
*300ft. of 6-lb. test.

Model
7450HRL

( ZthCOTh
33

Reg. 12.99
_
41‘,

Model-42i!
Rea. 13.9•

Model
106-7

* Heavy duty spinning reel.
Made for the big ones.
a Ideal for rock fish.
*Big savings at Big K!

Reg. 11.97
*Rust-proof, stainless
steel covers.
*Wide-range,
spring
loaded drag.
*Selective anti-reverse.
*Warning click for baiting fish.
*Filled with 100 yds.
of Mod 11 Stren fine.

N

Model
6600

Reg. 14.97

Armoric&

%.
4

•
_

rOOrittiort
Of

Model
33

40.
•

lek

froihwakv
fisherman's
favorite for 18
Wars

Rpg. 14.97
V
* Anodized spool - spring loaded drag.
* Automatic,
self-centering
bail.
* Synchronized spooling system.
* Choice or right or left hand
retrieve.

It:

* Anodized spool.
* Smooth multiple disc
drag.
* Stainless steel bail
retrieve system.
*Spool capacity 200 yds.
14 lbs.

* Complete with line.
* Extra sensitive drag.
* Positive pick up.
* A great buy at Big K!

Itertis Not Available

* Unique positive roller fa*
rk up.
* igh speed retrieve.
* Twist-tree 'Star'' drag system.
* Rust resistant anodized aluminum housing.

In All Stores!

ler

INNI

I MI
Rit

w

,oteemotu*It

t

from
131:14611

•

II-

Reg 9.97

1441114eft

.97

BERKLEY
R.g.
WHITTEMORE
9 97

7

Reg. 8.87

Garcia
Vanguard
Asst. Mono

SUITS
any2for

101

-4-111‘20iiiinersw-'

1/2 PRICEg
-""

4

Metal Minnow Bucket
Reg: 2.99

spool

YOUR
CHOICE!

99

Reg. 17t

Reg. 25(
with this coupon

B

-7
INZIM
iruttlExpircs 4/25 ritrtra
..,

01/A.

YOUR
CHOICE!

Free
Storage

sTEmBR

Pay only rowolor

Mildew Proof!

Laundered
s
SHIRT Folded Oron

ciao:Wog ;ado&

Reg. My

2

Hanger..f5or

Push Sutton
Float

99All

One HOUR cLeaneRs

Reg. lit

Central Shopping Center

•

Open 7 o.m.-6 pm'. Mon.-Sat.

•

•
ipiiallliSIMMildibitiCildilli%iiifd#44N11/141••••••••\

9-9 Mon.-Sat
1-6 Sunday

Landing Net
Reg. 2.99

v7,

Insured!
Mothproofed,
No boxing,

-••• •
•

99c_

0

Snel led Fish
Hooks
6 per card.

Minnow
Bucket
Dip Net

Any Plain Dress dr
'
, cleaned
for
PRICE

Filament

me.

Whittemore Reflex
Spinner Bait
Reg. 294

41141 fl

•

SOUTP119BEND

SPECIAL

AA A itfl

adies'or Men's

AT BIG KI

YOUR-CHOICE

MONDAY TUESDAY • WEDNESDAY
ALUMNI COUPON

USE YOUR
BANKAMERICARD1

•

••••••••

Drycleaning

ONLY

Johnson

DRIMR

Metal Fish
Scaler
Reg. 23C

TUBULAR
ROD
ASSORTMENT...
1.99

Fillet Knife

,(0

Reg. 2.90

Combi-Scale
Reg. 3.49

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
—
— Acr•s of Free Parking
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

Creme or
Stembridge
Worms
25 to bag.

sunsuit° 753-8777

Wire Fish Basket
Reg. 2.99
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Standings

San Diego
Atlanta

6 11
4 11

.353
.267

6' 7
7/
1
2

Saturday's Games
Philadelphia 7, St Louis 4
New York 5, Montreal 0
Chicago 10, Pittsburgh 8, sus
pended, 6 innings
Atlanta 5, Cincinnati 4
HouSton 4, San Diego) 0
Los Angeles 1, San Francisco
Sunday's Gaines
Pittsburgh 10-3, Chicagat
Montreal...2 3, New YOrk 1-13
1st. 10 innings
Philadelphia 4 2, St Louis 2 1
Cincinnati 6, Atlanta 3
Houston 4, San Diego 3
San Francisco A, Los Angeles
Monday's Games
1 0) at
Diego (Greif
San
4iouston (Roberts 0 11, N
Only game scheduled
Tuesday's Games
.
...' San Francisco at Chicago
** Los Angeles at St Louis, N
Philadelphia at Atlanta, N
Montreal at Cincinnati, N
San Diego at Pittsburgh. N
4
New York at Houston. N

11

American League
.,
East
/W. 1... Pd. G.B.
--altimore '
• . S .643 -etroit
8 6 .571 1
6 5 515 1 , 7
pliiilwaukee
'Poston
6 7 462 2' 1
;Cleveland
6, 9 400 3' 2
5 8 .385 3'7
pew York
ir
West
$1(ansas City
10 5 .667 innesOta
II 4 .467
"
,----6*"-5--irs-r-I/2,1
- t
FalifOrnia
._.5_ 6 .455 3
,Oakland
5 e--.31115-4'yrekes
4 e 200 5/
1
2
-..•
Saturday's Games
•
- Minnesota 5, Texas I
. chiaeo at Kansas City, ppd.
.rain
Milwaukee,
at
New
York
01x1., rain
n. California 4, Oakland 2
;:r Boston 11, Cleveland 5
< Detroit 3, Baltimore 1
Sunday's Games _ .
"....,
••• Cleveland 8 2, Boston 7;5
Baltimore .5, Detroit 3 ,
,,- ChicatiO 8 1, Kansas City 4-6
,:- Milwaukee 4, New York 3
,T,:r Minnesota 6. Texas 4
4
''.k
Monday's Games
:e.,
..
New York (Medich 0-0) at
t:Milwaukee (R yerson 00), N
(May Oil at Oak
'land (Odom 0-3), N
L Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
iChicago at New York
Minnesota at Boston, N
, Milwaukee al. Kansas City, N
4". Detroit at Texas, N
C ,Cleveland at Oakland/14
, Baltimore at California,, N

t

• California

By RALPH BERNSTEIN
Associated Press Sports Writer
PHILADELPHIA (AP) Rookie Bill Barber of the Philadelphia Flyers indicates he
feels his team is being victimized by some slick magicians
from Canada.
Barber shook his head wonderingly after the Montreal Canadiens beat the Flyers 4-1 Sunday, and took a3-1 stranglehold
on the best of seven game Stanley Cup semifinal series.
In the other NHL semifinal
playoffs, the Chicago Black
Hawks, with a 3-1 edge, can
wrap up their series when they
host the New York Rangers
Tuesday night.
While in the WHA Sunday,
the Cleveland Crusaders beat

Upshaw
ATLANTA (AP) - Relief
pitcher Cecil Upshaw has been
traded by the Atlanta Braves to
the Houston Astros for outfielder Norm Miller and a player to be named later.
Upshaw's trade was announced Sunday by the Braves
and comes in the seventh year
the 30-year-old right-hander had
been with the club

KENTUCKY

Todayat 3 p.m. the 'Breds are regular season play Thursdays
conference. The Thoroughbreds
have now won seven con- scheduled to meet highly touted with a single game at Memphis
secutive games and have set a Vanderbilt before closing State.
new record for most season
wins as the old mark of 27 set in
1963 was broken Saturday.
Weaver, who needs only one
more win to tie George Dugan
and Lynn Bridwell for the most
victories in a season, was
touched in the first inning of the
opening game for a run. But
Murray came back with two
runs in the bottom of the frame
and Weaver had insurance runs
to work on.
The first run crossed for
Murray when Barrett singled to
drive in Coulson who had
walked and advanced to second
on a passed ball. Then Rick
Weisman sent in Barrett by
lacing a triple to right and
Murray had a 2-1 lead.
Barrett singled in a run in the
second while a single in the
CHECKING THE LINEUP ('ARD-Murray State baseball
third by Weaver and a double by
coach Johnny Reagan looks over the batting order in the sixth
Gene Steuber produced two
inning of the nightcap of the doubleheader Saturday. Minutes
more tallies.
later the Thorougnorees took the victory and presented Reagan
The game was put away in the
with his 300th coaching win at Murray.
sixth inning when five walks, an
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon
error and three hits sent seven
men across the plate.
Weaver, who gave up only two
hits, fanned seven men and
walked five in his seven inning
stint. Weaver also carried the .
big stick for Murray as he went
34'for the game and drove
home three runs.
Barrett had two hits while
New England 5-2, but still trail second period. Philadelphia led
Johnny Rayburn, Coulson,
3-1 in their best-of-7 semifinal 1-0, and the Canadiens had two
Weisman and Steuber added
SHUTOUT EXPERT--Senior southpaw Russell Peach gained'
playoff series, Winnipeg de- men in the penalty box. The
hits.
his sixth win of the season Saturday as he scattered five hits in a
feated Houston 2-0 to take a 2-0 sellout crowd of 16,666 could alIn the nightcap, a 400 foot shot 3-0 win over Western Kentucky. Peach has thrown shutouts in
lead in its best-of-7 playoff most taste another goal. The
to center by Barrett gave senior three of his last four mound appearances.
series.
Flyers swarmed around goalie
southpaw Russell Peach all the '-When they clear the puck," Ken Dryden, took six solid
scoring he needed to gain his
said Barber, "they clear it shots, but Dryden and his three
third shutout in his last four
blind. Maybe it's coincidence, defensive mates on the iceappearances.
or maybe they plan it that way, Guy Lapointe, Bob Murdoch
Barrett uncorked a drive to
but they just throw it out and and Serge Savard-emothered
deep leftcenter in the third
someone is there to get it. They the attack.
By The Associated Press
inning but the ball was caught
NBA
don't even look when they back
Philadelphia was never the
All Starting Times EST
up against the fence.
pass. You got to give them same after that. The Canadiens
All Best-of-7 Series
After a two out single by
credit,'` Barber added ad- scored three goals within the
Conference Finals
Coulson in the fifth, Barrett
Saturday's Games
miringly.
next nine minutes for a 3-1
Western Conference
again unloaded for a two run
Barber may not have realized lead, and it was all over. ReLos Angeles 126, Golden State
hr,a SS foot shot to right.
it, but he put his finger on the jean Houle deflected in the ty- 70, Los Angeles leads 3 0
Sunday's Games
Peach allowed only five hits
difference between the Cana- ing goal, Marc Tardif faked
Eastern Conference
while striking out seven and
diens, winners of the National Flyers' goalie Doug Favell and
New York 117, Boston 110,
Hockey League's East Division, rolled in the go ahead score, double overtime, New York walking three.
Besides Barrett, Ftichie White
and the upstart Flyers, second and Yvan Cournoyer, poked in leads 3 1Monday's Games
place finishers in the West. It a 10 footer for good measure.
Los Angeles vs Golden State was the only other Thoroughbred to pick up two base knocks.
adds up to poise and ex- Frank Mahovlich's open-net at Oakland 11 05 p m
Tuesday's Games
-John. ..11aseland, Coulson,
perience. The Flyers ean'A goal -sinth 87'seeends left Tethe- Trariirg -Sehentitett
Weisman, tete BOne, Leon
make up with youth, en- game closed out up the scoring.
ABA
Wurth and Peach all added ritit
thusiasm and flying skates,
The Crusaders fought off eliAll Starting Times EST
apiece.
what the Canadiens have iii mination with Sunday's victory.
All Best-of-7 Series
Division Championships
knowledge.
Gary Jarrett's three-goal hat
Saturday's Games
The odds are strong now the trick, and Ron Buchanan's two
East Division
Kentucky 119. Carolina 100
classy Canadiens will wrap up goals, accounted for all Cleveseries tied 3 3
the series Tuesday night in the land's scoring.
West Division
Montreal Forum and go on to
At Winnipeg, the Jets' Duric
Indiana 107. Utah 98. Indiana
wins
.1
7
the final against the winner of Rousseau poked home a
Sunday's 'Games
the New York Rangers-Chicago rebound at 15:29 of the third
No qames scheduled
Monday's Games
Black Hawks series.
period to break a scoreless tie.
No i4ames scheduled
The Flyers had the heart tak- Norm Beaudin added an insurTuesday's Games
en out of them Sunday in a one ance goal into an empty net
East Division
Kotitucky at Carolina. 8
minute, 23 second span of the with 38 seconds reining.
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Johnny Reagan received a
couple of presents Saturday
while Steve Barrett found
something and Jerry Weaver
and Russell Peach continued
their starring roles as the
"Untouchables."
It all sounds like something
one might see on television
while watching Hollywood
game shows or a 10 year old
series about Chicago gangsters
of the 1930's.
But actually, it all took place
Saturday at Murray State when
the baseball Thoroughbreds
swept a doubleheader from
Western Kentucky University
12-2 and 3-0.
Reagan received his 300th
coaching win at Murray and a
large cake to celebrate that
accomplishment plus the
clinching of the OVC Western
Division Utle by the Thoroughbreds. --Barrett found his hitting eye
as he drilled two homeruns in
the second game and went 4-6 at
the plate in the twinbill as his
average soared to .339 for the
season.
Weaver recorded his eighth
victory of the season in the
opening game while Peach
lowered his ERA to 1.12 and his
mound mark went to 6-1 with his
shutout win in the nightcap.
The twinbill sweep gives
Murray a 28-9 overall record for
the season and 12-1 mark in the

Pro Cage
Standings

Your
leaky ropf
could
get you a
- big loan.

Chris Evert
Wins Over
Goolagong

Lolich, Vu-k-ovich Lift Teams To
Wins With [ast-Minute Homeruns

Vukovich's statistics were
The Red Sox sealed the nighteven worse than Lolich's. The cap with four runs in the fifth
25-year-old infielder spent part inning, highlighted by Tommy
Fletcher
of the 1970 and 1971 seasons Harper's two-run single.
with the Philadelphia Phillies Charlie Spikes homered for the
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
and showed a meager .164 av- Indians.
BOSTON (
Tom Fleterage in 225 at-bats with nary a
As befits an .042 hitter, which
cher, an assistant coach with
home run-or even a triple, for was his pregame mark, Milthe New England Patriots of
that matter.
waukee's Vukovich
wasn't
k the National Football League,
So it was a distinct surprise thinking home run when he
• began a new job today as Boawhen he unloaded a three-run came to bat with two runners
- ton University opened spring
homer off relief ace Sparky aboard and the Brewers trailpractice at Nickerson Field,
Lyle in the seventh inning that ing 3-1, even though he'd had a
lifted the Milwaukee Brewers, single earlier in the game.
Paul Kemp, recently appointwho obtained him in an off-sea"The way I've been swinging,
ed head football coach, named
son trade, to a 4-3 triumph over a home run was the farthest
Fletcher as his top assistant
the
New
York'Vankees.
thing from my mind," he conand defensive coordinator durElsewhere in the American fessed.
ing the weekend.
League, Kansas City split a
Kemp also announced that
A five-run second inning featwin bill with the Chicago
Tom Austin, an assistant under
White Sox, losing 8-4 before turing Carlos May's three-run
former coach Larry Naviaux,
winning 6-1; Baltimore defeated homer powered the White Sox
would remain at BU as offenDetroit 5-3, Oakland edged Calisive backfield coach.
forrlia 3-2 in 10 innings and
Minnesota beat Texas 6-4.
In the National League, San
CHARLOTTE, N.C. AP
Francisco shaded Los Angeles Ken Rosewall, who won
his
4-2, Cincinnati downed Atlanta third straight World
ChampionConcord, Clayton Creek, Murray II
6-3, Houston nipped San Diego ship Tennis title of
the year
(City Hall) and Murray Ill 4-3, Pittsburgh whipped the Chi- Sunday, has assured himself
cago Cubs 10-4 but dropped the the right to defend
his 1972
(Old High School).
gightcap 11-3, the New York WCT championship in
Dallas,
PLEASE ELECT
Mets bowed to Montreal 2-1 in Tex., next
month.
10 innings and then swamped
The 38-year-old Australian
the Expos 13-3 and Philadelphia
took two from St. Louis 4-2 and padded his lead in the WCT
Group B sings bY defeating
2-1.
17trthur AsW 6-3, 7-6 in the
Home runs by Rico Petro- '
celli, Reggie Smith and Carl North Carolina National Bank
Yastrzemski helped the Red Tennis Classic at Charlotte.
DISTRICT 2
Rosewall had to take the last
Sox open the 7-4 lead that 'LolOEmrJCRVlrtrNna7aPfaAY'Wirrr4 Off Witter9s"*Wit'-4- three-metes fri Order to win the
7" tc1i-Oscar Gamble and Jack &Ma- first set 6-3. He jumped off to a
I would like to be •Y04114"
. 'Magistrate
riner also homered for thi In- quick 4-2 lead in-the second set
before Ashe rallied to lead
dian!r.
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
Associated Press Sports Writer
Whoever said that anyone
with a bat in his hand is dangerous certainly wasn't referring to Ron Lolich or John Vu.
kovich...until Sunday.'
Lolich, a 26-year-old Cleveland outfielder, had failed to hit
in his one previous at-bat this
season and came into the campaign with a lifetime mark of
.182 and only two home runs in
88 trips.
But he stepped to the plate
with the bases loaded and two
out in the bottom of the ninth
inning and crashed a grand
slam home.run off Boston's
Sonny Siebert to give the Indians a thrilling 8-7 victory in
the first part ob,li doubleheader. The Red- &x came
back to take the nightcap 5-2,

To The Voters of ...

Dean
Of He

'Breds Clinch Division
And Give Reagan 300th

Alabama Clinches West
Division In SEC Action
Vanderbilt, East winner the
Only one game separates the last two season, took on cellarthreetop four teams in the torrid dwelling Georgia in a
with the Bulldogs
Southeastern Conference East- game set,
winning twice, sinking Kenern Division battle to see who
tucky into the cellar.
faces Alabama for the league's
In Saturday's action, Auburn
baseball championship.
Alabama,gunning for its 12th tripped Florida 4-3 in 12 innings, Georgia stopped Vandy
crown, clinched the West Division Saturday with a 5-3 victory 3-1, Tennessee belted Kentucky
Missie.tippi state
over Louisiana State in 10 in- 14-5 and
blanked Missiseippi 5-0 on a
nings.
two-hitter by Steve Griffith.
Meanwhile, the topsy-turvy
The West concludes its action
East saw Auburn disloJge
this' Friday and Saturday in a
Florida from the top by se eeppair of three-game sets, Mising a pair of weekend games
State at Alabama and
sissippi
while Tennessee jumped into
LSU at Ole Miss. The Tide
first place with two victories
stands 10-3, followed by ISU at
over Kentucky.
5-5, State at 4-7 and Ole Miss,
defending conference champion, at 3-7.
In the East, Tennessee has a
7-4 record and a half-game
edge over Florida and Vandy,
both 6-4. Auburn stands at 6-5.
National League
East
The contenders square off in
W. L. Pct. G.B.
and
doubleheaders Friday
8 2 800 P,ttsburgh
single games Saturday - Au8 5 615 1, 2
Chicago
8 6 571 2
New York
burn at Vandy and Tennessee
7 6 538 2',
Philadelphia
at Florida. Then, on May 4-5
Montreal
6 7 .462 3, 2
1
12 .077 8' 7
LOOS
St
Auburn is 'at Georgia and TenWest
nessee at Kentucky in single
Francisco 13 5 722 San
games while Florida visits VanCincinnati
11
5 688 1
9 8 .529 3'7
Houston
dy for three games.
1
2
7 10 112 5/
LOS
Angeles
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over the Royals in their opener.
In the nightcap, the Royals
slammed five doubles, two by
Steve Hovley, to gain a split.
Left fielder Willie Horton was
both hero and goat in the sixth
inning of Detroit's loss to Baltimore. He doubled home the
lead run in the top of the frame
and then made an error on Don
Baylor's single in the bottom
half that allowed three decisive
runs to score.
Ted Kubiak singled home the
winning run with two out in the
10th inning as the A's edged the
Angels.
Steve Braun's three-run tiebreaking double in the sixth inning was the key blow in Minnesota's triumph over Texas.

twice at 5-4 and 6-5.
Rosewall sent the game into
a 6-6 tie by whipping the American in straight points during
the 12th game. He then rattled
off six unanswered points to
win the tie-breaker and the
$10,000 first prize at Olde Providence Racquet and Swim Club.
,'The victory gave Rosewall a
commanding 18-point lead over
she, 52-34, in the Group B
standings. Ashe leaped from
fifth to second place with his
showing in the NCNB Classic.,
the top lour players
from Group A and B will qualify for the World Championship
of Tennis finals in Dallas, May
943.

ST. PETERSBURG, Fla.
(AP) - Chris Evert says she
always plays better tennis
when she's behind. Trouble is,
she doesn't often have a chance
to prove it.
But Evonne Goolagong gave
Miss Evert that chance Sunday
in the St. Petersburg Masters.
And in the process, the Australian blanked the Fort Lauderdale, Fla., Miss for the first
time in her young pro career.
"I always play better when
I'm behind," Miss Evert, 18,
said of het 6-2, 0-6, 6-4 victory
worth $5,000.
"The set where Evonne
blanked me was the first time
that ever happened," she
added. "Evonne was playing
too well. I just couldn't do anything with her."
It was Miss Evert's sixth victory in the eight U.S. Lawn
Tennis Association stops this
year. Four of those victories
-three of them consecutivehave been at the expense of
Miss Goolagong.
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LIVESTOCK
BUYERS
If you have some livestock
experience, we will train you
to buy cattle, sheep and
hogs.

For a 1%01 inorview, write
today with your background
include your complete address and phone number,

CATTLE BUYERS,,INC.
4049 Pennsy
- Ivania
Kansas City. Mo, 64111
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If yOur roof leakSTand you want to fix it, that's
..aguoilign. It tells us von own 'our home. And
that's a VerV • good sign. It shows you're a responsible jx.rson. 1•Vith a job. Who's investing
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roof paint the house. put in new ca9x.ting.
Big project or little project. Anything at all.
We want to'help.oti'll enjoy our people-toits
sen.ice, where you're always Number
Otie. •
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Torres Captures Two
Firsts But MSU Loses

Dean Eagle Dies
Of Heart Attack
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Services will be held here Tuesday for Dean Eagle, sports editor of The Courier-Journal, who
died of a heart attack Saturday
while driving to Louisville from
a baseball game in Cincinnati.
Eagle, 58, who served as
sports editor of The Louisville
Times for 15 years before becoming Courier-Journal sports
editor, was author of a column
which appeared four days a
week and Sundays.
He had worked as sports editor for The Corbin ( Ky.) Tribune and worked for The Harlan
(Ky.) Daily Enterprise before
joining The Courier-Journal in
1941.
Eagle, !whose main areas of
interest were horse racing and
golf, collaborated with golfer
Bobby Nichols in the former
PGA champion's book "Never
Say Never."
Eagle had crossed the Brent
Spence Bridge from Ohio into
Kentucky Saturday when his
car swerved across the southbound lane of Interstate 75 and
stopped in the left lane.
Motorists in another car said
they saw Eagle slump at the
wheel before the accident. They
drove him to Booth Hospital at
Covington, where he was pro-

By
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Green _Salvages
One-Stroke Win
In Tournament
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TALLAHASSEE, Fla. ( AP(
— Young Hubert Green says he
didn't even think about the disaster of two years ago when it
looked like he again would blow
a seemingly safe lead in the
Tallahassee Open Golf tournament.
"I just kept plugging away,"
said Green, 26, after salvaging
a one-stroke victory Sunday in
the $75,000 event for Professional Golfers Association players who did not win last year
and qualify for the Tournameet
of Champions.
A wide approach shot and a
missed putt on the.--.17th .. hole
sliced Green's three-stroke lead
to one shot over runnerup Jim
Simons. But Simons, 22, barely
missed an eight foot putt on the
final green which would have
sent the fifth annual tourna.
ment into sudden death.
_In 1971, Green New a dr*
stroke lead in the last round at
he watched Lee Trevino charge
by for the victory. That propelled Trevino toward three
championships in an 11 week
span. Ironically, Trevino lost
the Tournament of Champions
in California Sunday by one
stroke.
Green's 71 Sunday gave him
a 72-hole total of 277, 11 under
par. Simons, of Butler, Pa.,
took $8,550 home for second
place with a final round 70 and
a 278 total.

flounced dead.
Eagle had served as president of the National Turf
Writers Association and in 1967
won second place for the top
column judges by the U.S. Basketball Writers Association.
Retired University of Kentucky basketball Coach Adolph
Rupp said it was "tragic that a
man of his age should be taken
from our midst this early in
life."
Rupp said he and Eagle
"didn't always agree," but
added: "I have never run into
a fairer newspaper man than
Dean Eagle."

Margaret Court
Wins Jacksonville
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP)
— Margaret Court has won the
Jacksonville Invitational women's tennis title and—at least in
the view of her opponent—the
title of "the greatest in the
world."
"This proves once again that
Margaret
without question
Court is the greatest in the
world and will continue to be as
long as she continues to play,"
said Rosemary Casals after losing 5-7, 6.3, 6-1 to the Australian in Sunday's Final.
Mrs. Court picked up $6,000
for the victory. Thai boosted
her earnings on the .Virginia
Slims tour to $83,000 this year.
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By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Little Sam Torres turned in
brilliant performances
Saturday but his efforts were
as Middle
overshadowed
Tennessee took a 74-70 win over
Murray State in a dual meet at
Cutchin Stadium.
Running in a strong wind and
on a wet track, Torres took first
in two events and placed third in
another.
The junior.standout took first
in the mile with a 4:73.3 and
first in the three mile run with a
15:05.3. In a new event for
ALL SMILES—Pat Francis (right) smiles as he crosses the line to finish first in the 880. Homer Torres, the transfer from Flint,
Huffman of Middle Tennessee was second while Sam Torres (middle was third. It was the first time
Michigan, took third in the 880
Torres had ever participated in the 880 while Francis won the event last year at the OVC Cham- with a 1:59.6.
pionships.
The meet was expected to be
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon
an indication of who the runnerup in the OVC meet next
would be. Western
month
Demolish Ballard
Kentucky is an overwhelming
favorite and barring an earthquake on the "hill", the
championship is not in doubt.
Murray was without the
perservices of several key
formers. Record shot put holder
Steve Ford is out for the season
with an injury while star hurdAfter being rained out of eight Adams with four first places in placed first with a 12.6 time.
ler Pat Verry quit the squad.
meets this year, the Calloway the meet.
In the 220-yard dash, Diane Sprinter Ashman Samuels
County Girls Track Team
In the 50-yard dash, Miss Olive was first with a 29.5 mark, became a bridegroom Friday
finally completed a track meet, Adams took first wan time of followed by Judy Kimbro with a' night and did not participate in
demolishing
Ballard, at 6.3. Vicki Butterworth was a 31.4.
the meet.
Ballard, by a score of 92-29.
close second with a 6.4 mark. In
Judy Kimbro tied for first
Super sophomore Cuthbert
Leading the pack was Phyllis the 100-yard dash, Phyllis again with a runner from Ballard in Jacobs is nursing an injury and
the 440-yard dash with a 1:18.8 is not physically prepared to
mark. Sandy Bibb was third perform at his best. Jacobs,
with a 1:20.0.
who pulled a muscle six weeks
In the 880-yard run, Teresa ago, should be strong in time for
Moody was first, with 315.1, the OVC meet.
and Sara Von Schoech Was
One bright spot for Murray
second with a 3:21.0.
was the performance of
June Murdock was second sophomore javelin thrower
fastest in the 50-yard hurdles, Herman deMunnik.
games, the San Francisco Gi- - Larry Bowe each knocked in with an 8.4, and Gail Broach
deMunnik took first in the
ants trimmed the Los Angeles two runs.
was third.
2, the first
/
event and went 200-1
Garry Maddox slugged a
Dodgers 4-2; the Houston AsIn the 80-yard hurdles, Gail time this season he has hit the
tros nipped the San Diego three-run homer and also dou- Broach placed first with 13.3,
foot mark. deMunnik was
Padres 4-3; the Cincinnati Reds bled to lead the Giants past the while June Murdock tied for 200
the favorite last year in the OVC
beat the Atlanta Braves 6-3; Dodgers. Jim Barr and Randy second with 13.5.
meet but an injury left
the Montreal Expos defeated Moffitt combined on a five-hitPhyllis Adams took first place deMunnik, with a fourth place
ter.
the
in
2-1
the New York Mets
in the shot put with a throw of performance.
Roger Metzger singled home
10th inning of the first game of
29-6. Sandra Duncan was second
Murray also took second
a doubleheader, then lost the the winning run to cap a three- with a 28-6 throw.
place in the javelin -as Don
as
run
the
in
inning
rally
sixth
Pittsand
13-3,
secirid game
In the discus, Sandra Duncan Wright came through with a 181burgh and Chicago split a dou- Houston beat San Diego.
was second with a hurl of 68-9. 5.
Dave Concepcion drove in
bleheader with the Pirates winTina Todd was first in the high
Don Bibbie, the Racers' top
ning the opener 10-4 and the four runs with a homer and jump with a 4-5, and Marcia
man now that Ford is out,
shot
surGrirnsley
double
and Ross
Cubs the nightcap, 11-3.
Webb was third with a 4-3.
placed second in the event with
runs
Atlanta
home
three
vived
League,
In the American
Phyllis Adams was first in the a 48-6L4 while Chuck Jerz was
Oakland defeated California 3-2 as the Reds beat the Braves. long jump with a leap of 14-5, third.
arid
Dusty
Johnny
Baker
Oates,
in 10 innings; Minnesota
while Sara Von Schoech was
In the long jump, and the 120
stopped Texas 6-3; Milwaukee Darrell Evans hit homers off second, jumping 1340—'
- high liiirdles, MldIe Tenhasee
the
ace.
Red
nipped New York 4-3; BaltiAll four County relay team3-1
three PEces.
Tim Fob's two-out single in placed first. The 440-yard team swept all
more tripped Detroit 5-3; CleveFreshman Craig Segerlin, a
Boots
scored
inning
10th
ii—the
(Igamefirst
to
land
the
logged a time of 60.6 by strong contender for the OVC in
doubleheader from Boston 8-7, Day from second base and members Vicki Butterworth, the pole vault, won the event
its
first-game
Montreal
gave
then lost the second game 5-2,
Judy Kimbro, Kathy Johnson, with a 13-6. In the high jump,
Chicago took an 8-4 opening- victory over New York. In the and Peggy Rogers.
Steve Martin took second with 6game triumph from Kansas nightcap, Jim McAndrew won
The 880 team run in 2:01.4 was 4 while John Hiestand was third
the
of
his
season
game
first
City before losing the nightcap
made by Diane Olive, Kathy with 6-4.
with relief help from George
6-1.
Johnson, Vicki Butterworth,
The Racers picked up five
Before Schmidt won the sec- Stone as the Mets icploded for and Diane Lawrence.
points as the 440 relay team took
run
this
total
highest
their
ond game Hollywood-style,
In the 880 medley, Diane first with a 42.5. Running in the
Carlton won the opener in his year.
Lawrence, Diane Olive, Peggy 440 relay were Fred Sowerby,
Pittsburgh whipped Chicago
usual style—power pitching.
Rogers, and Marcia Webb ran
Jacobs, Granville Buckley, and
The Cards scored two early in the opener of their double- the distance in 2:18.4.
Lester Flax.
and
Bob
as
Robertson
header
unearned runs off Carlton, but
The mile team, composed of
Behind Torres in the three
the big left-hander stayed calm Willie Stargell hit two homers Teresa Moody, Kathy Johnson, mile run were Rod Harvey and
to
back
came
apiece.
Cubs
The
and won his third game in five
Sandy Bibb, and Diane Dennis Sturt. In the mile run,
decisions as Bill Robinson and win the second game as Ron Lawrence covered the track in freshman Randy Norris was
Santo and Rick Monday hit
5:48.8 to take the win.
third.
two-run homers.
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hole score of 208, one shot better than Georgia's Billy Kratzert. Kratzert ended with a 68
Sunday.
Florida broke out of a tie
with Wake Forest at the 36-hole
mark and withstood a late
charge by Georgia to win the
title by 10 strokes. Florida posted a 857 team total, followed by
Georgia 867 and defending
champion Wake Forest was in
at 873.
Florida's Andy Bean followed
Fllis and Kratzert with a 211.
Bean's teammate Phil Hancock
was in at 214 followed by Jay
Haas of Wake Forest at 215.
Gary Koch and Woody Blackburn of Florida, I.SU's Shelby
Houston and Tom Case of Wake
Forest ended at 216.

Trailing the top three team
scoring leaders were Georgia
Southern 875, I.SU 888, Tennessee 888, Alabama 895, Rollins 906, Aulatrn 910, Georgia
Tech 910, Memphis State 912,
Davidson 914, Columbus College
915, Murray State 919, Jacksonville 921, Furman 922, South
Florida -924, Kentucky 925 and
Florida Atlantic 928.
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Calloway Girls Track Team
Takes First Win Of Season

Florida Takes Team Jack Nicklaus Wins Record
Title In Tournament Fourth Tournament Of Champs

TRACK and FIELD
LAWRENCE, Kan. — Leonard Hilton, of the Houston Striders, ran a 4:01.9, the world's
fastest amateur mile this year,
in winning the Glenn Cunningham Mile at the Kansas ReSTATESBORO, Ga. (AP) —
lays.
Jimmy Ellis of Georgia Southern fired a five-under-par 67 to
HORSE RACING . . win individual honors but FloriNEW YORK — Angle Light, da took the team championship
$2.80, won the $114,000 Wood after the final round Sunday in
Memorial by a head over Sham the third annual Chris Scherikel
as the highly-regarded Secre- Golf Tournament at Forest
tariat, an entry with Angle Heights Country Club.
Light, finished a soundly beaten
Ellis sank a 10-foot birdie
third, four lengths back.
putt on the 18th green for a 54-
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Schmidt Gets Ninth Inning
Homer To Give Phils Victory
.R7 KIN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer
Bob Gibson pumped and
pitched. It was right down Mike
Schmidt's alley—a juicy fastball inside.
"I was looking for something
there," said Schmidt after hitting a two-out, ninth-inning
home run off the 91d Master
Sunday to ere the Philadelphia
Phillies a 2-1 victory over the
touts Cardinals and a
*weep of their doubleheader.
Schmidt, who also got a hit
as the Phillies won the opener
4-2 behind Steve Carlton, didn't
find Gibson an easy mark until
the ninth.
"He was everything I ever
dreamed he would be," said the
Philtres' rookie. "But he threw
me down and in and that is the
pitch I hit out of the park."
How does a rookie feel hitting
one out off the Cardinal star?
"I never remember being
this excited about anything,"
said Schmidt, who only got into
13 games last season.
The Phillies' victories gave
them a three-game sweep of
the Cardinals and put them
over .500 with a 7-6 record—euphorious status considering last
year's disastrous 59-97 record.
In the other National League

,
;
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RANCHO LA COSTA, Calif.
(AP) — "Oh, that's fun," Jack
Nicklaus said. "That's the
whole thing."
"That's what this game is
about. Here was Lee in a spurt
and then I made birdies on
three of the last seven holes
"That's the whole thing—responding to a challenge, playing the way you want to play,
doing the things you want to
do, and winning. On the other
hand, if you lose, it kills you."
Nicklaus had just scored a
record fourth career victory in
the $200,000 MONY-Tournament
of Champions, a golf event he
ranks right behind the big four
of the U.S. and British Opens,
the Masters and PGA.
"When I was able to come
back like that, with three birdies on the last seven holes,
well, that's the way to finish a
tournament. I'm doubly pleased
about it because my other two
wins this year were both marginal, in playoffs."
The Golden Bear, who
stretched his season's leading
money-winning total to *145.604,
fashioned a rallying four-under-

par 68 on the tough, demanding, 7,114-yard Ls Costa Country Club course. He had a 72
hole total of 276, 12 under par.
Trevino, who actually took a
two stroke lead at one time,
couldn't hang on. His 67 was
the best round of the warm,
sunny day but his 277 total was
one stroke too much to record
the victory he needed to become pro golf's fourth $1 million winner.
"Well, there's next year,'
Trevino said "I've always said
Nicklaus is the greatest golfer
in the world. Any time I car
beat him, I'm lucky."
But the challenge seemed tc
serve only as a spur to the 33year-old Golden Bear who now
is the season's first three-tirra
winner.
He wedged to about a hall
foot for a birdie on the 1rn
hole just as Trevino was threeputting for bogey on the 13th
That was a two-stroke swing ir
Nicklaus' favor and suddenly
they were tied.
Trevino birdied the 15th jusi
as Nicklaus did the same or
the 14th, but Jack went ahead
stay on the 15th where Ix
Punchtel his approach just tc
the left of the flag. The ball
stacked back to pin high and Ix
had a little four-foot putt for
birdie. Nicklaus made it and
had the margin' he needed.

Trevino picked up $23,404 for
second and pushed his career
earnings to some $985,137. Only
Nicklaus, Arnold Palmer and
Billy Casper have gone past $1
million in a career.
Jim Colbert was third with a
69-281 and Chi Chi Rodriguez
was next with 69-282. Both
made brief runs at the leaders,
but faded back and left the duel
to the game's two greatest
players.

BREAKING THE TAPE—Freshman Lester Flax of Murray
State spreads his arms as he crosses the line to win the second
heat of the 440. Flax earned second in the event as teammate Fred
Sowerbs turned in a 48.8 for first place. Sowerby ran in the first,
heat.
Two heats were run in the 440 day, the mile relay. But Middle
with Sowerby taking first with a captured the event to take the
top time of 48-8. Lester Flax was win and leave the Racers
second while Mike Campbell winless in dual meets this
season.
was third.
Jacobs was third in the 100
Saturday Murray will be in
with a disappointing 10.1 while Munice, Indiana, for the Ball
Jay Waddle was third in discuss State Relays.
competition with 127-642.
Pat Francis, the defending
* VOTE FOR *
OVC champion in the 880,
recorded a 1:59.4 for first in the
event while Ton-es was third.
Gary Craft earned a second in
the 440 intermediate hurles with
a 56.2 while Jacobs and Sowerby
were second and third in the 22A)
for ,
with respective times of 23.3
and 22.5.
Middle Tennessee's Barry
McClure, the NCAA season
of
record holder in the triple jump,
Calloway County
edged Murray's Granville
Buckley for first.
"Your Candidate for
Mcchlre-had a 49-4-4 while
Law and Order"
Buckley seta new school i mot d
with a distance of 48-9k4.
Paid Pol. Ad. by T.G
Murray held a 70-69 lead
Alexander, Rft2, Murray
entering the last event of the

T. G. (Ted)
Alexander
Sheriff

BATEAU REPARER, Inc.
Is Now An Authorized Dealer for

We Offer:

Complete Boat Service
Fiberglass Repairs
Hell-Arc Welding
Sandblasting
Complete Woodworking Shop
Propeller Repair Service

Sport Boats, Cruisers and Yachts
* IMMEDIATE DELIVERY *
Visit this Modern Facility between Murray and
Kenlake State Park off Highway 94.

BATEAU REPARER Inc.
Jan Dalton, Mgr.

Phone (502)474-2228

Bob Lobertini has the ANL
weather at his finger- swtips.In WIAC-TV's Radar
Weather Central.Get it
while it's hot!Tonight
at6and 10 on
S
WITNESSE
NEWS
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Gourmet Corner

Lamb Dishes Help
Keep Food Costs Low
Let him eat cake and
you'll get the crumbs
By Abigail Van Buren
1971 ler Chicago Tribune-N. Y, Newt fret,

Revue comMRS.CARVES Paschall, Mrs. Alvin Carey, and Edwin Jennings, 1973 4-H Style
mittee, met April It, at one p.m.in the County Extension Office to make plans for the 4-H Style Revue
to be held May 5, at one p.m. in the Lovett auditorium University School .

Brenda Newberry
Presides At Meet
Of Eastern Star
Murray Star Chapter No. 443
Order of the Eastern Star held
Its regular meeting on Tuesday,
April 10, at seven-thirty o'clock
• in the evening at the Masonic
Hall.
Mrs. Brenda Newberry,
7 worthy matron, assisted by
" Charles Jackson, worthy
;patron, presided.
Those introduced included
---"rJudith Jackson and Roy.
.;.Perkins, deputy matron and
;;.patron respectively, Bill Cates,
4.past grand deputy patron, and
all worthy matrons and patrons
4of0ESchapters.
, The date for Friendship Night
was changed to June 16.
Others serving at the meeting
were Judith Jackson, associate,
Morris,
r, matron;
Doyce
;:associate patron; Sybil Lasater,
conductress; Twilit Coleman,
.associate conductress; Louise
, organist; Nell Robbins,
„treasurer; Howard McNeely,
; chaplain; Alma McNuely,
• Marshall; Frances Churchill,
secretary. •
• •
Also serving were Marie
rJones, Adah protem; Ruth
Moffett, Ruth protem; Faye
Lamb, Esther; Gussie Geurin,
Martha
protem;
Bonnie
Perkins, Electa protem; Bill
N...arder
Norman
Klapp, sentinel
protem.

I

!Parents, St. Leo's
'Cooperative School
Ian For Events
;-* The last parent's meeting of
:
-'the school year for St. Leo's
,-Cooperative Preschool was held
.4. Tuesday evening, April 10, at
4,Gleason Hall.
,-;
Mrs.. John Adams, president,
'
introduced new parents for the
,
'- 1973-74 school year, and conducted a short business
meeting.
a
.,'.. Mrs. Ed Veazey presented
4.details for the Preschool's final
field trip of the year, a tour of
•rthe Empire Farm at the Land
,c• Betwwn the Lakes. Parents,
children, and teacher will leave
---arl Gleason Hall, at 9:30 a.m. on
'
.....,Frieay, April 27. They will take
;• a picnic lunch with beverages
being provided. This will be the
last school day of the year.

i

_,i

It was announced by Mrs.
John Applegate that a clean up
'4. session . will be held at the
preschool on Monday, April 30,
at 9:30 a.m. and all parents are
' urged to cooperate in this endeavor.
0,
*
Enrollment for next year's
4-. .
three day afternoon session for
four year olds is presently
completed but a few vacancies
:, still remain in the three day
L., morning session for three year
olds. Applications may be obtained by calling Mrs. Jack
;'• '. Baker 753-8732.
r' Mrs. Bill Emener and Mrs.
Tom Simmons, new president,
and vice-president, respectively
for the 1973-74 school year, were
introduced to the group. Mrs.
Maury Curry is the new
l.'
....., treasurer. ,
The final item.of the meeting
sr was a most enjoyable review of
l' the activities of the past school
.*
- year by the preschool's teacher,
- ; M• rs. Karl Hussung. A slide
. presentation was also made.
Refreshments and an open
house followed with parents
'''''':. v• iewing the children's arts,
eraftS, and science work as well
as the different educational toys
i ..,
and equipment available at the
S( hool

r

r.

f

r

i

r

Monday, April 23
Wednesday, April 25
The Blood River Baptist
Kick off coffee for lady
WMU will meet at the Kirksey
Baptist Church at seven p.m. golfers will be held at nine a.m.
with. Jagdish D. Dassani, MSU at the Murray Country Club
hostesses.
student from India, as speaker. with the officers as
The Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
house with the program by the
Music Department. Hostesses
will be Miss Beth Broach, Mrs:
Z.C. Enix, Mrs. J.B. Burkeen,
and Mrs. C.W. Jones.
Tuesday, April 24
Senior Citizens will meet at
the Ellis Center at ten a.m
Table games will be from one to
five p.m.
"Cokes and Conversation" for
Cadet Wives and Fiancees will
be at Col. Peterson's quarters,
1709 Johnson Boulevard, at
eight p.m.
Murray Quota CIO will meet
at Trianille-Illwa-ltanon.
,11

.
,••••••••••11.o.

Murray Lions Club Light Bulb
981e will start at five p.m.
Tuesday, April 24
Murray-Kenlake Flotilla safe
boating course will be at the
Murray Vocational School at
7:30 p.m.

DEAR ABBY: Like no many others, I can't believe I'm
actually writing a Dear Abby letter. My husband is having
an affair with an 18-year-old girl. [He's 371
I found put about it three months ago. He promised to
stop, but now be says she's pregnant and he feels an
obligation to her. [What about his obligation to ME? We
have four children, 5 to 14 years old.)
He spends every weekend with her and comes home to
me during the week. He says if I don't like it, he'll stay
with her during the week, too. Abby, I love him and don't
want to lose him, yet I can't live like this.
He says he doesn't want a divorce or a separation. He
Just wants to go on like he is. How can I save our
marriage?
CONCEAL MY IDENTITY
DEAR CONCEAL: You can't save your marriage without your husband'. cooperation. He should see a lawyer
about his legal obligation to the girl, then make a choice
between you and her, If you let him continue to have his
cake and eat It. too, you will wind up with the crumbs.
DEAR ABBY: Concerning the brides syho are always
being criticized because they are late getting out their
thank-you notes for their wedding gifts: My niece was
married in September, and I did not receive a thank-you
note for my wedding gift until mid-January. The reason:
She had colored pictures made of herself and the groom
and they wanted to enclose a picture with each thank-you.
She didn't get her proofs from the photographers until
December, and the pictures weren't finished until January.
I think this was a lovely gesture which more War compensated for the late thank-you note.
UNDERSTANDING AUNT

Oaks Country Club will have
its first ladies day luncheon at
noon at the club. For reservations call Marilyn McCuiston
753-5367 or Cloie Campbell 7534698 or sign up at the pro shop
by late Monday.
Thursday, April 26
The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
p.m. with Mesdames Max
Beale, Cecil Farris, Franklin
Fitche, and Heron West as
hostesses.

DEAR AUNT: You were more understanding than most
people would have been. I agree, it was a lovely gesture,
but four months is about two months too long to wait for an
acknowledgment.
DEAR ABBY My husband uses a very clever gimmick
to get acquainted with pretty young women whenever we
are on a vacation. He always carries a couple of cameras
to make himself look like a real expert photographer, and
when he sees a pretty girl, he compliments her on her
figure, or face, or heir, and asks her if she would mind
posing for a few pictures. This never fails. Than he offers
to, buy her a drink or lunch or something so he can get
better acquainted with her. (Of course be takes her name
and address so he can send her the pictures later.] Sometimes he doesn't even have any film in Ms camera. He's 45 years old and acts like a teen-ager. Would I be
within my rights to introduce myself to some of tiles.
bathing beauties and spoil his fun?
SHUTTERBUG'S WIFE

Saturday, April 23
The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club Will
meet at noon at the club house
with Mesdames Thomas Brown,
G.B. Scott, Mary Belle Overbey,and Miss Mary Latssiter us
isvapases.
,
Chapter M of the PEO
Sisterhood will meet at the
home of Mrs. Edward M.
Nunnelee,
310
College,
Mayfield, at eleven a.m. with
Charles F. Hinds as speaker.
Note change in.-meeting time.

DEAR WIFE: Certainly. But be sore you catch him
before be "clicks."

A Flea Mart will be held near
the tennis courts on Chestnut
Street from nine a.m. to three
The Foundational Sunday p.m., sponsored by the MS17
School Class of the First Baptist Dames Club.
Church will meet at the home of
A Benefit Gospel Sing for
Mrs. Linda Waugh,811 Guthrie,
Rodney Paschall will be held at
at 7:30 p.m.
the Calloway County High
School gym at 7:30 p.m. AdSub District Methodist Youth vance tickets are one dollar
Fellowship wilLmeet at Bethel with admission at the door
United Methodist Church at being $1.50.
seven p.m.
\

Middle School 4-H
Club Has Meeting
At Leader's ,Hbme
The Murray Middle School 4H Club members learned the
importance of eating a good
breakfast at their regular
meeting held April 12 in the
home of their leader.
The filmstrip entitled "Why
Eat A Good Breakfast" was
based on research made at the
College of Medicine, State
University of Iowa.
Pattie McIntosh, president,
presided. The devotion, taken
from Mark 16:1-7 was read by
Lynn Puckett. Sally Grasty led
the 4-H Club pledge and Julie
Miller led the pledge to the
American flag. Mary Morris,
secretary,' read the minutes.
A report was given on the
candy sales. Eleven members
of this club sold 410 boxes of
candy with Kim Mosely, a
member of MMS Club, selling
132 boxes and placing fourth in
the county.
It was announced that Jan
Dyer won a red ribbon for her
piano solo, "To My.Valentine,"
in the County 4-H Variety Show.
Plans for the 4-H Club Rally
Day April 21 were discussed.
Several members plan to give a
demonstration or a speech.
Kay Adams presented, her
speech entitled "Swimming,"
Patti McIntosh reviewed' her
speech entitled "Drugs," and
Mary Morris gayer her speech
on"Sign Language.tt , —
Cindy Hurt assisted"' their
leader with serving refreshments to the group.

aa.

DEAR ABBY: In reference 'to non-Catholics attending
Catholic services. I recommend that you want them that
we gersuRect ['meet) before entering the pew. The first time
I took my Methodist husband to church we nearly played
R. T.
leaPfrog!
Problems? You'll feel better V you get It off your chest.
IIP•r a Peroessi reels. write I. ABBY: Box No. WM, L. A.,
Calif. Mem. lactose stamped. ealf-addressed eiveispe,
piease.
For Abby's new booklet. 'What Tem-Apes Wed
Knew," mad ti le Abby, Ilex MM.Leo Aswan. CaL NOW

Down the

id AC

.

Garden Path

•
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tLACZ
FlY `.IRS. W. P. WILLIAMS

I am beginning to sound like a
chronic complainer. Last week I
was complaining about the
kept
constant rains that
gardners from planting. Now I
am complaining about last
week's freeze and heavy frost
that ruined so many of our
lovely blossoms.
But really I am not
complaining, I am just regretting, for it is a real regret
lb see shrubs and plants you
have cared for and anticipated
their luxuriant blooms, simply
wiped out because of an
unseasonable freeze.
However this is a risk that all
gardeners take. When, the
elements prevail our us, we
repair things the best we. can
and go ahead planning for the
next season.
I have had so many calls
about azaleas and other plants
whose blooms have been killed.
I am trimming mine back,
clipping off -all the damaged
area and even a little beyond
that. Since the time to prune any
shrub is just after the blooms
have faded, it would be a
Rood idea to prune severiy any

have iris with buds just opening
and the freeze for some reason
didn't bother them. So many
things enter into the damage
caused by a late frost. Perhaps
being up against the foundation
of a house, or being planted
under a tree, or sometimes
being on an elevation where
breezes blow can keep a frost

Mrs. B. H. Cooper
Hostess For Arts
And Crafts Meet

...„......
Mrs. B.H. Cooper entertained
the members of the Arts and
Crafts Club for breakfast at the
Triangle Inn for the April 11th
meeting.
The breakfast table was
decorated with a lovely
arrangement of spring flowers
and attractive place cards.
In the absence of the
president, Mrs. Carl Harrison,
the vice-president, Mrs. Edd
Adams, presided. Mrs. Aaron
Chapman, secretary, checked
plant that needed g. They can be the roll.
Thirteen members and two
shaped up and" all dead wood
taken out and the new growth guests, Mrs. John R. Imes and
will take over in time -to set the Mrs. Whit lines, were present.
buds this fall.
A pleasant social hour was
A lot of plants were not hurt at enjoyed and the meeting adail. Tulips came thrutighline, loomed_
their heads drooped a bit the
Announcement was made
next morning but straightened that Mrs. Dewey Ragsdal will
up and are as pretty as ever. I be hostess for the May
meeting.

from forming.
With Easter so near, I think
our danger is over and we can
look to a wonderful summer. We
have been told often enough that
we should wait until Easter is
behind us before we can be sure
of the weather. Maybe now we
will pay attention. Gardening is
a risk, always. Between the
rain, frost and the insects, we
have a constant battle. That is
why we are so proud of our
successful efforts.
This week and next will tell
the story of just how much
damage was done. Most things
will put out new sprouts and will
respond rapidly to the warmth
of summer.
We can get our annual seed
into the ground as rapidly as
possible. They will grow quickly
and will soon be in full bloom.
I believe the most important
thing in plainting anything, seed
or shrub, is to dig deeply. Mike
the hole as deep as you think is
necessary, then dig it 12 inches
deeper. Fill thiPextra space with
sand and gravlil, then your good
rich dirt. This is repeating what
I have said before, but it can't be
stressed too often.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Eugene William Hum of 1513.
Dudley Drive, Murray, was
discharged April 17, from the
Community Hospital, Mayfield.

By,TOM HOGE
AP Newsfeatures Writer
In this day of soaring
meat costs, it is refreshing
to note the modest price
labels on the spring lamb coming in from New Zealand, a
pleasant land that is spring-like
most of the year
I learned some interesting
things about New Zealand lamb
while lunching recently with
Joe Pereira. noted chef who ran
the restaurant complex at the
New Zealand Pavilion for Expo
'70 in Osaka. Japan.
For instance, there are more
than 60 million sheep grazing on
New Zealand farms or roughly
20 sheep for every human being
in that country_ Small wonder
that more than nine tenths of
the country's export earnings
come from,farm products. In
fact, grassland farming has enabled New Zealand to become
the world's prime exporter of
lamb_ The balmy weather that
lasts most of the year "down
under" and the moist green

Spring Creek WMU
Groups Hold Meets
At The Church
Mrs. Illene Evans, president,
presided at the meeting of the
Baptist Women of the Spring
Creek Baptist Church held on
Wednesday, April 4, at seven
o'clock in the evening at the
church.
The programa was directed by
Mrs. Nadine Beane who was
assisted by Mrs. Edna Butler,
Mrs Martha Letterman, Mrs.
Evans, Mrs. Geneva Lee, Mrs.
Patricia Collins,and Mrs. Doris
Greer,
Mrs. Butler read the minutes
and Mrs. Letterman gave the
watchword and led in prayer.
The closing prayer was by Mrs.
Brownie Armstrong. Ten
members were present.
Meeting at the same time
were five Girls in Action and
their two leaders, twelve Royal
Ambassadors and their leader,
five Mission Friends and their
two leaders, and seven
Brotherhood.
The next meeting will be held
May 2, at seven p.m. at the
church.

pastures make ideal conditions
for raising sheep.
"Our sheep are milk-fed, pastured and then flash-frozen at
the peak of tenderness,- said
Pereira, munching on a lamb
chop.
All New Zealand lamb is
comparatively reasonable, but
for a real bargain get lamb
shoulder which can be cut into
chops, grilled or diced for stew.
Or you can try the "down under" version of the New England boiled dinner.
Those of us who operate on a
tight household budget might
keep in mind the fact that lamb
makes good leftover' dishes.
For instance, when you roast a
leg of lamb, you can put the
remainder to many uses. Lamb
curry is delicious, and so are
green peppers stuffed with
ground lamb and rice and then
baked There is lamb and onion
hash, lamb pies with a mashed
potato crust and even a dish
known as Hong Kong lamb
chow mein

Bailey Home Scene
Of Meeting; Mrs.
Hodges, Speaker

Kentuck
Remarka

LOUISVILLE,
world's „ most fan
race, the Kentucky
remarkably easy to
According to Mrs.
Cooper, who has
tensively with t
nominating proct
three-year old horst
with the Jockey C
nominated for the D
are no invitations o
All the owner has
complete an entrant
send it to the racing
office at Churchill
Feb.
16.
The
registration papers
Churchill Downs
beginning of the si
The fee for nominal
in the Derby is $1(X
There are other fe
must be paid. It cot
pass the entry box i
81,500 to start the
These fees are
winner of the race v
added by Churchill I
Cooper siva' that t
fees have gone up I
of the large n
nominees, "This wi
be the richest Derb
This year 218 h
been nominated for
and this by no rra
record. Only rare':
Derby field number
20. If this is the
happens to all the
horses between the
are nominated and 1
A lot of things car
an animal as careful
precisely trained as
bred horse. No matt
expectations of os
trainers, not every
out to a potential De
In the course ol
training, it m!
out to be a sprinte
distance horse. 01
suffer setbacks in tt
schedules due tomb'
and are not ready'
time rolls around.
Then some hi
nominated even th
owners never intend
in the Derby. M
explains, "If a bore
engagements like U
has a little more v
owner is thinking of
may enter it in the
hope to get a little
for it."

Mrs. Jack Bailey opened her
home dri Olive Extended for the
meeting of the Bessie Tucker
Circle of the United Methodist
Women of the First Church held
on Tuesday, April 10, at runethirty o'clock in the morning
The co-chairman, Mrs. John
Winter, presided and opened
with a reading, "A Strom in
April," and a prayer.
Mrs. John Livesay who was in
charge of the program introduced the guest speaker,
Mrs. Harlan Hodges, who
delighted the group with a most
inspirational talk befitting the
Easter season. Her theme was
centered around the verses,
"Ye Are the Salt of the Earth;
Ye are the Light of the World."

During the business session
the minutes were read and the
roll called by the secretary,
Mrs. James Frank. The
treasurer, Mrs. Conrad Jones,
gave her report.
The Sunshine fund was
collected and it was decided to
For something different try send pot plants to the shut-in
this recipe for New Zealand members for an Easter
Boiled Dinner
remembrance.
1 lamb shoulder about 5 pounds
were
plans
Tentative
4 quarts of water or enough to
discussed for the circle's part in
cover
the Every-Member Canvas
8 sprigs'pa rsley
dinner.
6 peppercorns
4 whole cloves
The hostess, Mr. Bailey,
3 cloves garlic
assisted by Mrs. E.W. Rile)
2 teaspoons thyme
arid Mrs. Erin Montgomer
2 bay leaves
served delicious refreshments
2 tablespoons salt
to the twelve members present
1 small cabbage quartered
3 carrots, peeled and quartered and four guests: Mrs. Harlan
12 small white onions, peeled
Hodges, Mrs. J.R. Herman.
12 small white potatoes, peeled Mrs. E.W. Riley, and Mrs. 1..J
2 small turnips, peeled and Hortin.
sliced
6 small beets, cooked and sliced
2 tablespoons chopped parsley

Mrs. 'Curtis Bays-Speaker At Meet
Of Calloway FHA
Mrs. Curtis Hays was the
guest speaker at the meeting of
the Calloway County High
School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America held
on Tuesday, April 17, at eight.
thirty o'clock in the morning at
the school cafeteria.
The speaker spoke on "Our
Future As Homemakers," the
chapter's theme for April. Mrs.
Hays is past president of the
Calloway County Homemakers
Club and the Calloway County
High School PTA. She has been
with the physical therapy
department of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital, and
has been a Red Cross volunteer
for many years. She and her
husband, an employee of the
Murray Division of the Tappan
Company, are the parents of
five children.
Pam Robertson and Jim
Davis presented a duet acting
program for
special entertainment. They are members of the Calloway Speech
Club.
The president, Theresa
Rudolph,
presided.
The
secretary, Alene Paschall, read
the minutes and the treasurer,
Mary Beth Hays, gave the
treasurer's report.
The slate of new officers for"
the year 1973-74, was approved
by the chapter.
The chapter voted to commend
Superintendent
of
Calloway County School's,
William B. Miller, and the
board members, Lubie Parrish',
Bill Stubblefield, Robert Ross,
Calvin Key, and Ferrell Miller
for the decision to build three
new elementary schools for
Calloway County.
Announcements were made of
the Style Show to be held May I,
of the members to serve at the
Calloway FFA banquet on April
27, and the Kentucky Lake
District FHA meeting at
Murray High School on
Saturday, April 21.
The meeting was ail}eurned
with the closing ritual. Miss
Lucy Forrest and Mrs. Bess
Kerllck are the chapter advisors
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Remove outer tissu;s from
Lamb and trim excess fat. Place
meat in large kettle. Pour in
water, adding seasonings and
simmer till tender, or about 90
minutes. One half hour.before
serving, add all vegetables, except beets When tender, drain
vegetables and meat. Reserve
stock Arrange lamb on large
platter and surround with vegetables. Add beets. sprinkle, potatoes with parsley. Makes
servings. Good with chilled ale

Famous Mothers
There may have been a real
Mother Goose, an Elizabeth
Foster of Boston who was
married to Isaac G000e. She
sang .fables in rhyme to her
grandchildren around 1 750
•
•
•
Though Mother Goose lived
to be 92, the oldest age at
which a woman has become a
mother is 58. That record was
set by Mrs. Ruth Kistler of
California in 1965.

Baptist Women Of
Elm Grove Meet

Dr. Baptist Women of Elm
Grove Baptist Church met in
the home of Mrs. Bobble
Burkeen on Thursday, April 12,
at one-thirty o'clock in the afternoon.
Mrs. Letha Fulkerson was the
leader for the Royal Service
program presented at the
meeting.
Others assisting in the
program presentation were
Mrs. Zella Futrell, Mrs. Letha
Causey, Mrs. Opal Keel, Mrs.
Juanita Lee, Mrs. Tennessee
Outland, and Mrs. Burkeen.
The calendar of prayer and
names of missionaries were
read.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess.

The Cherehill—D
accomo
cannot
unlinilteti number
What would happen
horses were nomb
showed up for the

Mrs. Cooper sr
problem has never
we hope it never
largest Derby field
Mrs. Cooper esti
while there is
maximum, the Ian
of horses that couli
track is about 28.
By
Barbara Jewell

And despite the gr
industry in other

KEEP HOUSE
,
PLANTS HEALTHY

She startod something.
According to a recent Gallup Poll, women now consider
two children to be the ideal
family size, compared with
four just a few years ago.
•
*
*
Probably women are more
aware that.. besides the pill,
diaphragm and loop, there
are other good birth control
methods includintsome---like
Conceptro I or Delfen---they
can get in drugstores without
a doctor's prescription.
*
In 1938 a British mother
bore the smallest baby to
survive, 10 ounces. The biggest, 25 pounds, was delivered
in 1961 in Turkey.
•
•
•
The picture above is of
Mrs. Anna R. Jarvis of West
Virginia. It was in her honor
that Mother's Day began to
be celebrated, in 1908.

Check lights be
on the tree. Discs
fraytd wires.

Healthy house plants don't
stay healthy unless someone
sees to their needs. This means
that plants should have the
right amount of light, moisture,
regulated temperature, and
oxygen. This is assuming that
you are already using the right
soil and proper planter
Keep the soil properly aerated by raking it lightly weekly
In addition, keep the plant
clean by spraying it regularly
with ordinary water to remove
the dust. And, be sure to check
daily for signs of disease Begin
treatment immediately if disease occurs. The proper rare
will keep plants healthy.
Keeping plants at home can
be a Joy, but be sure to order
floral offerings train us Only
the best flowers are selected
and specially arranged for yon
Telephone your order to us to
day.
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Seventh And Walnut

In Mayfield, Ky.
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Kentucky Derby Race Has
Remarkably Easy Entry
LOUISVILLE,
Ky.—The Derby continues to be a Ken------workrs most famous horse tugky
Kentucky
affair.
race, the Kentucky Derby, is thoroughbreds still dominate
remarkably easy to enter.
the list of Derby nominees.
According to Mrs. Mary Ann
Cooper, who has worked extensively with the Derby
nominating process, "Any
three-year old horse registered
with the Jockey Club can be
nominated for the Derby. There
Dr. Mildred Hatcher, who for
are no invitations or trials."
the past thirteen years has
All the owner has to do is to served as an
assistant and then
complete an entrance form and
an associate professor of
send it to the racing secretary's
English in Murray State
office at Churchill Downs by
University, was in Louisville
Feb.
16.
The
horse's
during K.E.A. to preside for her
registration papers must be at
third term, at the 61st annual
Churchill Downs by the
meeting of the Kentucky
beginning of the spring meet.
Folklore Society, which was
The fee for nominating a horse
held in the Kentucky Fair and
in the Derby is $100.
Exposition Center, on Friday,
There are other fees that also
April 13.
must be paid. It costs $2,500 to
Featured on the progran.
pass the entry box and another
were Miss Peggy Visher, a
$1,500 to start the race.
School,
These fees are given to the student of Murray High
winner of the race with $125,000 who played folk songs on her
added by Churchill Downs. Mrs. accordion; Dr. Lynwood
Cooper says* that because the' Montell, Coordinator of the
fees have gone up and because Center of Intercultural Studies,
State
Kentucky
of the large number of Western
nominees, "This will probably University, who gave a lecture
on "The Lore of Death and
be the richest Derby ever."
This year 218 horses have Burial in Kentucky,"; and the
been nominated for the Derby Cumberland River Boys and
and this by no means sets a Jean Gibson, who sang
record. Only rarely does the numerous folk songs, while
Derby field number more than accompanying them with their
20. If this is the case, what various folk instruments.
The new officers for the
happens to all the rest of the
horses between the time they coming year are Mrs. Beatrice
are nominated and Derby Day? Powell, Russell Springs,
president; Ms. Camelia Collins,
A lot of things can happen to.
State
Kentucky
Western
an animal as carefuily bred and
University, vice president; and
thorougha
as
trained
precisely
Charles Guthrie, Western
bred horse. No matter what the
State University,
expectations of owners, and Kentucky
secreary and treasurer.
trainers, not every horse turns
Approximately 250 people
out to a potential Derby winner.
attended.
horse's
a
In the course of
Before coming to Murray, Dr.
training, it might turn Hatcher had served two terms
out to be a sprinter and not a each as vice president and
distance horse. Other horses president of the Tennessee
suffer setbacks in their training Folklore Society. And during
schedules due to minor ailments the past twenty-five years she
and are not ready when Derby has been a regular contributor
time rolls around.
of articles to numerous folklore
Then some horses are journals, including the Kennominated even through their tucky Folklore Record, The
owners never intend to run then
in the Derby. Mrs. Cooper
explains. "If a horse has siakeri
engagements like the Derby, it
has a little more value. If the
owner is thinking of selling it he
may enter it in the Derby and
hope to get a little more money
for it."

er
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Nixon Decision Averts Possuble Congressional Showdown on Law
WASHING'rON(AP) — President Nixon's insistence- on
broad authority for executive
silence began at the Watergate's edge—but gav,.e way to
compromise amid a tide of congressional and political protest.

Dr. Mildred Hatcher Completes
Third Term As Society President

In

In

Ctntretriii Downs track
an
accomodate
cannot
unitrrtltell number of horses.
What would happen if too many
horses were nominated and
showed up for the Derby'

-Wildflower
Weekend Is
Planned

Wildflower enthusiasts are
packing their bags forAhe
Wildflower Weekend scheduled
for April 27-29 at Carter Caves
State Resort Park near Olive
Mrs. Cooper says, "That Hill, Ky
Although the workshop is
problem has never come up and
we hope it never does". The billed as a wildflower weekend,
largest Derby field was 22 and there will also be time spent in
Mrs. Cooper estimates that bird watching and general
while there is not a set enjoyment of nature.
"The weekend will present
maximum, the largest numbere
of horses that could run on the many opportunities for outdoor
study. and should be extremely
track is about VI
rewarding", said Charles
And despite the growing horse
Rippy, state naturalist.
industry in other states, the
Field leaders for the weekend
be Jim Butler, former state
will
putting
before
Cheek lights
John Varner, U.S.
iaturalist,
with
any
on the tree. Discard
Forest Service naturalist, Dr.
frond wires.
Mary Wharton of Georgetown
ThIlege and Dr. Roger Barbour.
the University of Kentucky
Drs. Wharton ana Barbour coauthored the popular "Guide to
the Wildflowers and Ferns of
Kentucky," published in 1971.
Butler, now at Manhattanville
THE SUCCESSFUL DIET
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No tired dragged -out feeling as
Saturday evening's program
with other diets
is entitled "The Unique Flora
10 Lbs. in 10 Days
and Fauna of South Florida's
Those who foltpy, the simple
plan exactly as directed report
Big Cypress Swamp." This
a loss of 10 pounds in 10 days
starting from the day they begin
program reveals the ecological
There is usually no
the dirt
interrelationships of wildlife in
weight loss for the tist 4 days
but suddenly on the 5th day you
a cypress swamp and its
can empect to drop as much as 5
surroundings
Pounds. and continue to IOM
about • pound is day up until
A field trip to the Cascade
the 10th day Thereaft•r, you'll
lose a pound and a half every
area in Box Canyon, as
Caves
two days until you reach your
on
well as a session
proper weight
Eat Almost All You Want
photographing wildflowers, is
you; can still eat
Pettit, yet
also slated for the weekend.
almost as much as you want of
lob
chicken
,hit steak
foods '
There will be plenty of free time
And ynu s.,11 continue SO
Stier
for participants to enjoy on
Full maney bate
rote weight
guarantee
their own.
The use 01 prunes as pre
Reservations can be made for
,cribed by the plan will through
Wildflower
natural achon act. to help your
the
body release ercers fat and body
be made for the Wildflower
fluids allowing you to Seep your
weight down and figure in firm
Weekend by telephoning the
ranter:4
PIM, Available
park, 606-286-4411, or by writing
To got • copy of this highly
Carter Caves State Resort
suctessful plan and suggested
Park, Olive Hill, Ky. 41164.
m•nus: Vend 521)0 cash check
or MO tee COO please Milo
Due to the expenses Incurred
Day postage
ip presenting these programs, a
CALIFORNIA MUNI
registration fee of $4.00 will be
79051
2 •LACKISUPN AVEfettf
/
charged for each adult, with a
LOS ANGELES. CAL 90048
reduced $2.00 rate for students
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His decision to permit testi- that are implied, not spelled
mony by his aides in the Sen- out, in the Constitution.
Before he became President,
ate's Watergate investigation
averts what could have been a Nixon criticized the Si7preme
constitutional showdown on the Court for decisions he said
moved it into lawmaking areas
doctrine of executive privilege.
But that issue hasn't gone that really belonged to Conaway. And there remain dis- gress.
"... Under our Constitution,
putes over warinaking powers
and presidential authority to the true responsibility for writundo programs enacted by Con- ing the law is with Congress,"
he said on July 7, 1968. "The
gress.
All three involve what the responsibility for executing the
Constitution says and what it law is with the executive and
the responsibility for intermeans.
As lawyer, candidate and preting the law resides in the
President, Nixon has pro- Supreme Court. I believe in a
nounced himself dedicated to a strict interpretation of the Sustrict interpretation of the.Coh- preme Court's functions."
Nixon critics contend now
stitution. He set that as his teat
that his actions are blurring
for Supreme Court nominees.
The current controversies be- those lines of constitutional autween Congress and the White thority.
Executive privilege is a docHouse hinge on who does the
interpreting. Presidential au- trine—not a law—under which
thority in the areas of execu- presidents have refused to pertive privilege, undeclared war mit congressional testimony by
and the impoundment of appro- their aides.
Earlier in the Watergate conpriated funds involves powers
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Dr. Mildred Hatcher
Tennessee Folklore Society
Mississippi
Bulletin, the
Folklore Society Register, and
the Southern Folklore Quarterly.
article,
Dr.
Hatcher's
"Folklore of Our Early
American Schools," in the
Southern Folklore Quarterly,
was selected by the American
Studies Association for review;
and, was listed in its Selective
under
both
Bibliography
"Folklore" and "Education."
For many years Dr. Hatcher
has been currently sketched in
Who's Who of American
Women, Who's Who in
American Education, Dicof
International
tionary
Biography, Two Thousand
of
Achievement,
Women
(London, England), Who's Who
in the South and Southwest, The
Royal Blue Book ( London),
Personalities of the Sout, and
The National Register of
Prominent Americans. She has
also been included in Kentucky
Lives, The Gold Book, The
Directory of American Scholars
(Third and Fourth Editions),
Scholars
International
The
Writers
Directory,
Directory(1971-'73), and the
of
volume
forthcoming
0.1.941214Phigal....DirgctOF
of
American Education.

Wedding
Held At
Barroom
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)—
"Cool it," the judge said as he
finished his beer and glanced at
the crowded tavern. It was
time for the wedding. '
Christy Larsen, 72, of Knoxville and Rodney King, 24, of
Wilmington, N. C., are both
musicians and met at the West
Avenue Tavern in March. They
decided that was the place to
tie the knot, with their friends,
the pub's regular patrons, on
hand.
"Is this the couple?," Galbreath asked when Rodney and
his best man, both sporting
hair a little longer than the traditional groom cut, approached
the "altar."
Christy approached and was
given away by one of her
frieods.
"Dearly beloved," began Galbreath. But a break with tradition came soon enough. "Marriage is a contract,. Of course,
understanding that certain
things can happen, but for the
moment we are assuming that
this is forever."
And the vows themselves:
"And now do you, Rodney take
this girl to be your lawful wedded wife, to live together in
sickness and in health, for better or for worse, for richer or
for poorer,-forever and ever,
amen?"
"I do," Rodney said.
"Do you really'," asked the
judge.
Assured, Galbreath continued. Wedding band in hand, he
looked at Rodney.
''.'Repeat after me: "With this
ring." Rodney repeated.
"I thee wed." Rodney followed.
"Pledging thee my troth."
Again Rodney repeated.
"And I forget the rest of it,"
Galbreath said.
"That's all right," the groom
assured.

troversy, Nixon expanded upon the 1972 presidential campaign.
The war powers controversy
it to declare that past and
present members of his staff arose time and again during
would decline to appear before the Vietnam conflict, and it has
formal sessions of congression- been revived by new U.S.
al committees. The adminis- bombing in Cambodia and
tration said it could be invoked Laos.
Nixon critics contend he has
to cover any executive branch
employe if the President de- no legal or constitutional authority for the bombing, and
cided silence was in order
In yielding to permit appear- there is a move underway in
ances, but not necessarily an- the Senate to ban it unless Conswers to all questions, in the gress specifically approves.
The administration has
Watergate investigation, Nixon
said he was making an ex- claimed authority for Indochina
actions in the President's conception, not dropping his rule.
Pressure and protests from stitutional role as commander
leading figures in his own Re- in chief.
"The administration's conpublican party preceded the
shift by a President who once stitutional authority to bomb
had challenged the Senate to a Cambodia rests on the circumSupreme Court test on the is- stance that we are coming out
of a 10-year period of conflict,"
sue.
It could flare again another, said Secretary of Defense Elliot
lesser controversy, for the L Richardson. "This is the
White House has cited execu- windup."
That has been challenged in
tive privilege in refusing to
give Congress records of gov- Congress. Sen. Walter F. Monernment-financed travel during dale, D-Minn., contended that
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any new action in Indochina is
in effect a new war, requiring
approval of Congress.
Legislation now pending, and
opposed by the administration,
would define and limit executive authority to use U.S. troops
abroad in any future conflict.
In the third area of dispaied
prerogatives, the administration has been challenged in
court for refusing to spend
money on some programs despite laws creating and financing them.
Twice, in cases involving impounded highway aid funds and
the dismantling of the Office of
Economic Opportunity, federal
judges have ruled that the administration acted illegally.
Either case could wind up in
the Supreme Court. And legislation in the Senate would empower Congress to overtule the
President whenever he seeks to
impound appropriated funds.
Nixon has withheld at least $8.7
billion voted by Congr,,ss.
'
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Salutes the Babies of America
April 21 thru May 5
it is...

95' Value

YOURSELF"Nothing But The Best
with the World's
Finest Powder!

for Your'Baby!

Say-Rite's Low, Low Prices
4-Ounce Size

BABY LOTION
tangles

Creme Rinse

"BABY YOURSELF"
with the
World's Finest Lotion!

TRADE w•

Say-Rite's
Low, Low
Price

BABY OIL

4-Ounce

for baby-sot- smooth
skin
89' Value
Say-Rite's Low Price

48

rota ((Tier

2 Ounces
1
j12/
s 1.89 Value

Vaseline*
Value

INTENSIVE CARE"

IMPOnDIP9
Say-Rite's

Cleans and Protects at
Every. Diaper Change
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Conference To Be Held At Murray State, August
Murray State University will
be the site and "Environmental
Progress Through Cooperation
in Education" will be the theme
for the 20th Anniversary conference of the Conservation
Education Association (CEA)
Aug. 12-16.
Speakers for the two major

general sessions of the national
meeting will be: Aubrey
Wagner, chairman of the
Tennessee Valley Authority
board of directors; and Thomas
Harris, commissioner of the
Kentucky Department of
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection.
Conservationists, ecologists,
educators, nature lovers, environmentalists, hunters and
fishermen from across the
April 19, 1973
country will get a special
ADULTS 106
welcome to the campus and to
NURSERY 6
Kentucky by Lt. Gov. Julian
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Carroll.
Mrs Shelia Faye HenAmong others to participate
drickson and Baby Girl, Rt. 3,
in the program are Paducah
Benton, Mrs. Linda Sue Crouch
and Baby Boy, Rt. 7, Murray.
North Fork News ..
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Vera Hutchens, 1704
Miller, Murray, Mrs. Dean
Downey,401 S. 12th St., Murray,
Mrs. Ave Nell Hutchens, 1615
Maple St., Mayfield, Master
Robert Dewayne Hill, Rt. 5, Box
429, Murray, Master Jamie Dan
By Mrs. R. D. Key
Phillips, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
Apr1116,1973
Ruby Arlene Jackson, Rt. 1,
Hazel, Joel Thomas Griffin, Rt.
Mr. and Mrs. Odelle Hopkins
1, Dexter, Mrs. Laura Maude
Adams, 312 S. 10th, Murray, and children visited Mr. and
Mrs. Jacqueline Sue Broach, Mrs. Rufus Hopkins and Mrs.
624 Hickory, Calvert City, Mrs. Tom Wilson last weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt and
Paula Sue Palmer, Rt. 1, Alm),
Mrs. Robbie Jean Paschall, Rt. children of Nashville spent last
6, Box 31, Murray, Mrs. Sue Ann wekend with the Glynn Orrs'
and attended church at North
Tidwel, Rt. 1, Sedalia.
Fork Sunday to hear Bro. Glynn
Orr preach.
Douglas Vandyke returned
home form the hospital last
week. Visitors in to see turn
were Bro. Warren Sykes, Bro.
Norman Culpepper, Bro. and
Mrs. Terry Sills and family,
You're
Mrs. Jessie Paschall, Mr. and
Way
Mrs. R. D. Key,Howard Morris,
Ahead
Billy Bucy, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
with
Gallirnore, Glynn Orr, Mr. and
Want
Mrs. Jack Wyatt, Oscar Bray
Ads
and Mr.and Mrs. Glynn M. Orr.
•
F'
Mrs. R. D. Key, Mrs. Torn
Wilson and Mrs. Warren Sykes
visited Mrs. Ella Morris
Tuesday.
0
AIDS •
Mrs. Tom Wilson visited Mr.
Dial[CT•roo..ys race
and Mrs. Maburn Key Sunday
140, 414.
tr.
-••.• I. ••••••41-0.- ter.
and they visited Quitman Key
,..1•••• Am ••• ••••••••• .01 co41
KI.1FA
MIKOILS•SOK IIP 0oDuCal.• in.,
•
and Mrs. Myrtice Nance in

Hospital Report

Mayor Dolly McNutt and Dr.
state
Ginger,
Lyman
superintendent of public instruction in Kentucky, who will
preside at the two major
general sessions.
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, the
retiring president of Murray
State, will be the featured
speaker at the annual CEA
banquet on the evening of Aug.
16.
Besides general presentations
and interest group sessions, the
group will take a full-day field
trip to see the Murray State
biological station on Kentucky
Lake, Kentucky Dam, Barkley
Dam, the Land Between the

Douglas Vandyke Returns Home
From Hospital; Visitors in Area

HEARING
AIDS
500

Westview Nursing Home in the
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt
visited Douglas Vandyke,.-11 D.
Key's Warren Sykes' and the
Jerry Lee's Saturday afternoon.
Bro. Glynn M. Orr preached
at Friendship Baptist Church
Sunday. Mr. and Mrs. Glynn
Orr and Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Vandyke attended the services
Sunday.
Bro. Edger Lee Paschall
preached at Mount Carmel
Baptist Church Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn M. Orr
and son visited R. D. Key's
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn On,
, Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Gallimore,
Michelle Morris, Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins and M.and Mrs. Mike
Jenkins visited Mrs. Ella
Morris Sunday afternoon.
Laurel and David Powell of
Paducah
visited
Charlie
Wicker's last week.
Mr. and 'Mrs. Ralph
Gallimore and Mr. and Mrs.
Gaylon H. Morris and Michelle
visited Ceylon Morris's Sunday.
Mr.and Mrs. Millford Orr and
Terry visited Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins last Sunday.

Not
enisi
the L&N hauls
more freight
more efficiently
and with less
fuel consumption!
-- The L&N is responsive to the needs
of your community and td coming
generations of American men and
women.
THE ENERGY CRISIS
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Today's energy c-risiS points out a
dwindling %upply 9f fossil
More efficient use if thee
fuels for the movement of freight
from city to city, is one essential
way the L&N and other railroads
really help.
ESSENTIAL FACTS
•
When comparing energy .requirements for the movement of intercity freight, modern efficient
diesel locomotives require about
/
1
4 the energy of heavy duty diesel
trucks, per ton/mile,

Actually, railroads use only 9%
of the distillate fuel otpLoduced
in U.S. refineries, while highway
vehicleg use about 17%. While
the L&N and other railroads use
only a relatively small part of the
total fuel supply, the services they
provide are essential to the
,economic growth and . wealth of
the entire nation.
FUEL-SAVING EFFICIENCY

At the L&N; we know something
'must be done to conserve fuel and
to get the most work/energy from
every gallon. We are doing our
part by maintaining our diesel
engines to assure maximum efficiency. We've installed new equipment and facilities to eliminate
surplus oil leakage. We move
millions of tons of freight with
new advanced techniques that
achieve fuel saving economies. Of
cour5e, theTe's more we can du
and we are working on it.

Let's wo'rk together
to help conserve
precious energy for present
and future generations
to enjoy

Environmental
Lakes-TVA
Education Area and the Camp
Currie junior conservation club
operated by the Kentucky
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resourcein
Topics for the interest group
meetings will include "The
Energy Crisis," "Energy for
the Future," "Recycling Our
Waste," "Ecology Courts,"
"Nature Foods," "Parks for
Learning," "To Hunt or Not to
"Mining
Hunt,"
and
Reclamation," "World Environment," "Project Apollo,"
"Meeting National Nutritional
Needs," and "Land Use and
Land Priorities."
Founded in 1953, the CEA LS
an organization open to anyone
interested in forwarding the
broad aspects of education in
conservation. Its national
president is Clarence Billings,
Jefferson City, Mo.; and Dr.
Clyde Hibbs of Ball State
University, Muncie, Ind., is the
vice-president.
Wayne M. Williams of the
School of Education at Murray
State is serving as the- coordinator for the conference this
summer, and John Faulk of the
LBL-TVA is chairman of the
program committee.

Derby History Provides
Clue to This Year's Race
"Unitl you go to Kentucky and
with your own eyes behold the
Derby, you ain't never been
nowheres and you ain't never
seen nothin'."
Since newspaperman Irvin S.
Cobb wrote those words decade
ago, many thousand fans have
crowded into Churchill Downs
each year to see the most exciting horse race of them all,
the Kentucky Derby. For both
avid racing fans and those who
still 'ain't never seen nothin'," a
crash course in Derby history
may provide insights into this
year's event for three-year old
horses.
Money and prestige have
increased for the Derby winner
since a little red horse named
Aristides won the first race on
Ma 15, 1875. The horse won a
sterling silver punch bowl worth
$1,000, $2.850 from the stakes,
and $1,000 from the track.
Today the track adds $125,000 to
the stakes and guarantees the
winner at least $100,000, the
second-place winner $25,000;
third place, $12,500, and fourth
85,000:

Incidence Of Rabies
On Increase in State

By Nevyle Shackelford
UK College of Agriculture
LEXINGTON, KY.-Of all
the dread diseases known to
mankind, none is more terrible
than rabies. Once the virus has
attacked a victim, be it man or
beast, there is little, if any,
chance of recovery and no
prospect but horrible suffering
and violent death. Those who
have witnessed the last hours of
a person stricken with rabies
have described it as the most
terrible of all human experiences.
Down through history, rabies
has extracted an enormous toll
in human suffering, economic
loss, and depletion of wildlife
resources. And, according to
William E. Wise, Extension
specialist in veterinary science.
at the University of Kentucky
College-ef Agrieulture, rabies is
well established in the animal
populations of Kentucky.
What is more unfortunate,
says Wise, Kentucky is facing
an alarming increase in the
Intidentiebrifils deteage-a Meng
animals. During the past year
RT.,*
:there were 271 laboratory
confirmed cases from 52
counties, with foxes, cows,
dogs, skunks, and cats, in that
order, suffering the greatest
casualties.
Even more disturbing is the
fact that, for every case confirmed by laboratory tests,
there were at least nine others
that were not. This, says Wise,
will hold true in any given year.
He quotes the State Board of
Health as saying that wild
animals, especially foxes, are
the primary reservoirs of the
rabies virus in Kentucky but it
is beginning to show up with
greater frequency in skunks.
Dogs and cats are less frequent
sources of the disease but,
because they live much closer
to man, these
animals
represent a much greater
threat.
For this Peason. Wise
recommends that pet owners
have their animals properly
immunized. Kentucky law
requires that all dogs 6 months
of age or elder must be vaccinated against rabies. So far,
cat vaccination is not man-

datory, but this may be enacted
into law in the near future.
The National Research
Count-it of-hfcrtiona1 Aratierny of
Sciences recommends rabies
stiots fcr cats ancL dogs at the
age of from 3 to 4 months and
booster shots hhereafter at
from 1-to3-year intervals. In
view of these recommendations
and the current increase in
outbreaks, the State Board of
Health is urging all cat and dog
owners to have their pets
vaccinated and to continue the
protection throughout life. This
must be done to reduce the risk
of human exposure to one of the
most dreadful diseases of
mankind.
In most Kentucky counties,
rabies clinics are set
periodically where pets can be
brougPit to a central location
by
vaccinated
a
slid
veterinarian, often at a reduced
rate, Wise notes. These clinics
are usually arranged through
the county Extension offices,
and FFA members
with
helping with their operation,so
contact your county Extension
agent for infornlittOn about
setting up such a clinic in your
community.
To further reduce the risk of
exposure to rabies Wise advises
that all persons refrain from
petting and handling strange
dogs and cats and that children
especially, should be warned,
against doing the same thing.
No matter how gentle or tame it
may appear, he says, never,
never attempt to handle any
wild animal found in the woods.
Since nearly all wild animals
have an instinctive fear and will
flee at the approach of man, one
doing the opposite could very
well have rabies.
Rabies is believed to have
been introduced into Kentucky
around 1800, and is now well
animal
established
in
populations in every county in
the state. Unless everyone
becomes concerned and helps
wherever
and
whenever
possible in efforts to prevent,
and control rabies, the disease
with all its terror can be expected periodically to reach
epidemic proportions, Wise
warns.

Scientists Look Into
Genetic Structure To
Confirm Early Theory
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. AP(
- Scientists have taken a deep
look into the atomic structure
of the chemical chain that carries the genetic information for
all life.
The detail of what they
"saw') confirms beyond any
doubt the accuracy of the prediction about the structure
made 20 years ago by James
D. Watson and Francis Crick.
The Watson-Crick theory
about the double helix structure
won them a Nobel Prize and
formed the basis of Modern
molecular biology.
Researchers from the Massa
chussett&- Institute of Technology reported today that they
have used an X-ray diffraction
technique to examine the stnic.
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10,000
Although only
onlookers saw the first "Run for
the Roses", more than a hundred thousand fans at the track
and millions of television
viewers now watch the race on
the first Saturday in May. With
the crowds increasing each
year, the official attendance
record probably will be broken
again this year. Last year's
attendance-130,564-broke the
Total
record.
previous
wagering for the 1972 Derby
Day was $7,164,717 and the sum
for the Derby race was
$2,885,325-both Churchill
Downs records.
A look at history may help
this year's Derby fan pick a
winner. For example, wagering
on a favored horse may allow a
fan to cash in a winning ticket.
Forty-two out of 98 post-time
favorites have won the Derby.
Of the other favorites, 24 were
second, nine came in third, and
23 ran unplaced.
Another method of picking a
winner could be the horse's post
positions. Eleven winners have
started from the number one
post. Runner-up is number four
with nine Derby winners, then
niwnber five with seven.
To establish a record, this
year's Derby winner must
break Northern Dancer's 1964
tirne of 2;00. Other winners with
fast runs include Decidedly,
2:002-5, (1962); Proud Clarion,
2:0034)1967); Lucky Debonair,
2:01 1-5,( 1965); Whirlaway, 2:01
2-5; (1941); nidclieground, 2:01,
3-5( 1950), and Hill Gail,2501 3-5,
(1.952). These horses all ran one
and a quarter miles, as have all
Derby entries since 1896. From
1875 to 1895, the distance of the
Derby race was one mile and a
half.
Perhaps this year's Derby
winner, like eight of the victors,
will win the Triple Crown
( Kentucky Derby, Preakness,
and Belmont Stakes). Triple
include:
winners
Crown
Count Fleet
Citation 1948),(
(1943), Whirlaway (1941), War
Admiral ( 19371, Omaha (WM),
Gallant Fox (193)), and Sir
Barton (1E9).
Jockeys Eddie Arcaro and
Bill Hartack, with five wins
each, lead the field in Derby
victories. Acrcaro rode Citation, Whirlaway, Hill Gail, Hoop
Jr. (1945) and Larwin ( 1938).
Hartack won astride Iron Liege
Vettellan, Wax .0960),
Decidedly (1962), Majestic
Prince (1969), and Northern
Dancer.
A study of Churchill Down
history shows two men-Col. M.
Lewis Clark and Col. Matt
Winn-have made major
contibutions to making the
Kentucky Derby what it is
today. Clark established the
track and founded the Kentucky
Derby after visiting the great
racing coursed of England and
France. In
1903
Winn
almost
reorganized
the
bankrupt Churchill Downs and
began making the track
nationally prominent. It was
Winn who initially made the
nation's thoughts turn to
bluegrass, mint juleps, "My Old
Kentucky Home," and horse
racing on the fiirst Saturday of
each May.
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BLASTING CAPS
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IF YOU FIND SOMETHING THAT LOOKS LIKE DOS

REMEMBER - DON T YOU TOUCH rim
REPORT IT PROMPTLY TO THE NEAREST
POLICE
SHERIFF
FIRE DEPARTMENT or
MILITARY UNIT

a

Do you know what a blasting cap looks like? This
shows you, about one-half life-size. If everyone learns
to identify blasting caps and will heed the two-word
lesson-DON'T TOUCH! hurtful, tragic mishaps with
these essential tools will not occur. Full-color copies of
this poster and related safety education items are available without cost; write to Institute of Makers of Explosives, 420 Lexington Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017.
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SPACE AGE

Russians
offer data
on Venus
By FRANK MACOMBER
Military-Aerospace Writer
Copley News Service
A U.S.-Soviet agreement to
send astronauts and cosmonauts into space for a joint
mission in mid-1975 has
cleared the way for other bilateral space exploration
pacts.
American and Russian scientists convened recently in
Moscow and agreed to exchange information about the
planets Mars and Venus. U.S.
space officials were especially happy over the Russians'
consent to provide them with
data on the atmosphere and
surface of Venus, along with
its radar measurements.
The Russians obtained new
information about the myste.
rious, cloud-shrouded planet
from their Venera 8 spacecraft which landed on the yenutian surface and sent back
signals briefly before it
"died" July 22 last year after
• a 180-million-mile journey
from earth.
America's Mariner 10 is
scheduled for launch Oct. 10,
the first spacecraft ever
signed to visit two planets —
first Venus and then, with an
assist from the Venutian
gravity, the smaller Mercury,
closest planet to the sun.
The federal space agency
also has asked TRW, Inc., of
Redondo Beach, Calif., to
study two additional missions
to explore Venus and its atmosphere in 1977 and 1978.
The plan is to aim Mariner
10 next October so it will pass
about 3,300 miles from Venus
in February, 1974, then swing
out to pass within 625 miles of
unexplored Mercury to
pictures showing surface eb=-jects as small as a football field.
But Venus is the chief target
of American space scientists.
It never has been photographed up close by any of the
seven U.S. and Soviet spacecraft that have ventured into
the planet's. neighborhood in
the last decade.
.;,Hopefully, Mariner -10 will
shoot thousands of pictures of
the Venus cloud shroud and
scientists hope the probe will
pierce the blanket which most
of the time covers. the Venik
tian surface.
It was Russia's Venera 8
which sent back to earth the
only data known about Venus'
hydrogen halo and the extent
of its solar radian. Hence
the U.S. space agellEy's interest in an exchange of eventual
data from Mariner 10 for what
the Russians already know
about Venus.
Since the 17th Century astonomers have found out
among other things, that
Venus, for a heavenly body, is
hotter than Hades. Scientists
believe temperatures on the
planet are high enough to melt
lead and that atmospheric
pressure could crush the steel
hull of a submarine. They are
convinced the Venutian air is
a mixture of poisonous gases,
which certainly makes the
planet no place to visit, much
less live.
Until the early 1940s, astronomers called Venus the
twin of earth. It's about the
same size, mass and density.
But U.S. and Russian spacecraft have shown Venus is
nothing like earth.
The white cloud mask keeps
Venus in perpetual twilight,
for example. And the Venutian day lasts longer than a
Venutian year, because the
planet circles the sun faster
than it rotates.
The ancient astronomers
believed Venus circled earth
just beyond the moon. But in
1610 they discovered that it,
like all planets, circles the
sun
Venus comes nearer earth
than any planet — within 25
million miles. It's the second
planet from the sun, orbiting
w-between ihierrirry • and earth.

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Hours: 9-9 Mon.-Sat. 1-6 Sunday
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rS.egfey'4
Central Shopping Center

100% POLYESTER

SLACKS

PANTY -HOSE

DOUBLE
KNIT

Sizes 2940

•Super Stretch
•Fashion Colors

Reg.
10.99

Reg. 76

8

60" Wide

38

Solids & Prints

LADIES

Reg. '3.88

TOPS

KNIT

LADIES

244

100% Cotton
•Latest Styles for Summer

2-PIECE

2gals.5

Reg.
'3.99
100% Polyester

Ladies-HOT PANTS & JAIMAICA SHO

•Maehine Washable

MaebilielfigfabTr'

Blue Denim& 100% Nylon— — —Sizes-8-16 *

Reg.

v 2 Designs & Asstd. Colors
CLOSE-OUT SPECIAL!!
100% Kanekalon
Asstd. Colors & Styles

YOUr

BANKAMERICARD
we4come

2/$3°°

$1.99

Reg. '12.00

$344

SIT-ON HAMPER
v Sturdy, Floral Design
v Many Colors to Match Any Decor

Reg. '13.88
$988

STATION WAGON PADS
40"z70"xle
Wipe Clean, Style D7100.

Bed rest

100% Foam Filled

RUGS
ROOM SI7Lih'ill1
21
/

Reg. 54•97

Machine Washable
v Easy To Lay and Take Up

97

$

Reg. '24.88

$ 1883

STEP LADDERS
v Sturdy Wood Construction

GARMENT

v 5 Length

Reg. '6.99

RACK
68" High

NO IRON

D
BEDSPREA
Full or Twin Size
•Woven Plaid
•100% Cotton

Reg. '3.99

•Assembles In Minutes •Stores Flat

BATH TOWELS
Large, Thirsty

TEDDY BEAR

Assorted Colors

TISSUE

Reg. 97'

2
ARRID
EXTRA DRY
ANTI-PtRSPIRANT

LOSE WEIGHT
THIS WEEK
the °dimes Plan can help you
become the slim trim person that you
would like to be. Od,inex has been used
successfully by thousands all over the
country for 14 yeas. Get rid of excess
fat and live longer
Odrinex is a tiny tablet and easily
swallowed Contains nidangerous drugs
No starving. NI special. exercises
°chines Plan costs 13.25 and the We
economy sue $5,25.
You must lose ugly tat or your
._,Bytreer will_kuidueded No questions
asked Accept no substitutesMT with
this guarantee by

Men's
100% Polyester Double Knit

9-oz. Can

Won't Sting!

CLAIROL

FROST & TIP moara
Kit contains everything you need

1.34

9

9
$4.97

JERGENS
LOTION
10-oz. Size

AZ-89a6N39
SCOTTIES
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•
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for $ 100

Makes Hands Softer
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Is shrinking dollar
a U.S. victory?
The latest devaluation
, won't suffice to put America's
trade back in the black unless
Washington imposes austerity
PARIS - Dollar devalumeasures to make the U.S.
ation and the upward float of
economy more competitive,
other moneys have left EuroEuropean experts warn.
peans groaning with grudging
But Washington won't, they
admiration.
fear. So another devaluation
They think their finance
is dreaded. It would be reministers were outmaneugarded as another low blow at
vered Napoleonically.
Embarrassing though the _ European trade.
The Federal Reserve
dollar's sinking value may be
Bank's opposition to higher
for Washington, it still is a
interest rates is regarded
victory for the U.S. economy,
here as a step toward another
according to the European
devaluation. So is Treasury
'consensus. It cuts the price of
Secretary George Shultz's
U.S. exports so they can unpromise not to let the fight
dersell European goods.
against inflation hurt business
Since devaluation -only dior employment.
minishes the dollar's foreign
Washington's "benign nevalue directly it takes money
glect" of the dollar's foreign
from foreigners' pockets
exchange value results from
rather than from Americans
benign neglect of Uncle Sam's
except U.S. tourists abroad
waistline, which could stand
and U.S. importers).
some belt-tightening, some
As administration critics
Europeans say.
tell it in the United States,
America is an "empire of
President Nixon was forced to
the setting sun" spending be
devalue because he failed to
yond its means, editorialized
control inflation by cutting
the Paris newspaper LE
federal spending, raising
Monde. Before consenting to
taxes and restricting credit.
live within its means, AmerCynical Europeans doubt
ica would try to make Europe
that. They suspect that Washhelp support it, the paper
ington gleefully seized the op.
said.
portunity to devalue to avoid
raising taxes, squeezing credSince then Washington has
it and creating unemployonly given lip service to dement. Voters don't like beltfending the dollar's exchange
tightening.
rate, said the daily Le Soir in
Many old wdrld financial
Brussels. This paper and
writers even accuse Washingmany others predict that
ton of deliberately plotting to
further devaluations might
sink the dollar s toreign
.result until they bring
change'
trade -aurtilizs.
about a
By THOMAS NUZUM
Copley News Service
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reclamation.
We accumulated that much
disturbed land because the
Commonwealth of Kentucky
was a late-corner to the ranks of
the coal states which enacted
laws to regulate strip mining. ▪ Nevyle Shackelford • University
However, Kentucky has made
The term "posthole fence"
up for its slowness in recent
be heard any more and
isn't
years. The 1966 . Legislature
passed Kentucky's first ef- --chances are that not one person in a hundred knows what it
fective strip mine legislation,
means. There was a time, howeven though we had some legal
controls as early as 1954. ever, when such a fence was
fairly conuispn on the farm and
However, the 1966 reclamation
was a sign of neatness, indusrequirements
were
not
retroactive. They did not solve
try, and good husbandry. But
the problem of what would be
now only a few rotting vestiges
done to repair the lands
of it remain here and even fewstripped before 1966.
er are those people who reTo reclaim these disturbed
member when and how these
lands, we are establishing an
fences were made.
orphan
land
restoration
program within the Division of
Special Projects, which will
also handle noise pollution,
pesticides, wild rivers and
beautification programs. Our
Division of Reclamation and
Office Planning and Research
have been working together in
setting up a plan for attacking
the problem of orphan lands.
Already we have selected two
sites for orphan land restoration
in Western Kentucky. Both of
In the day of the zigzag,
these will be coordinated with
split-rail fences, the posthole
the Job Corps.
fence was considered -someWe look forward to progress
in reclaiming these orphan
thing fancy. It required more
Lands and turning them into
tune and patience to make, and
constructive areas.
was -used mostly to enclose.
yards and barnlots. It consisted
of posts-generally split or
hewn from chestnut-with
holes cut dear through them.
These posts were set in the
ground about nine feet apart,
and flat 10-foot rails, rived
from either chestnut or
straight-grained blackoak, were
trimmed down at each end and
inserted in the holes. This
) made a very serviceable and
nert•looking fence that
wouldn't blow down in a high
tilli£1
wind and couldn't be essay
pushed over by livestock afflicted with wanderlust. Since
hogs could root out under the
bottom rails, it wasn't a very
good fence fog-containing these
farm animals, but it was fine
for cattle and horses.

to

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED
RELIABLE,part-time, sitter, for
toddler, in my home. Call 7539236.
A25C

of Kentucky College of Agriculture
usually lasted longer than the
zigzag rail fence and was much
easier to repair. It took less
timber, too. With a zigzag
fence it took nine rails, not to
mention the stakes at each
corner, to reach the height of a
5-rail pole fence.

PART & FULL TIME
DAY COUNTER HELP
NEEDED

WANT A second income? For
opportunity to work part time, set
own hours, have financial
security. Phone 753-1470. May 11C

Must be neat, clean and
dependable. Apply in
person from 2-5 p.m.
Contact Mr. Larry BarWANTED MALE help, part and
nes-Mgr. at Burger Chef,
0 full time. Apply in person to
1304 West Main.
Thorton Tile & Marble Company,
•
When built right and whiteA24C
612South 9th Street.
_A
washed, the posthole fence was SAM1111011.11\11WW&M.IMAIIkr
attractive and lent a sort of
FULL TIME night porter wanrustic charm to the old home- WANTED BACKI-10E operator. ted, 3:30 p.m.-12:00 midnight
stead. However, barbed wire Must be at least 25 years of age. Apply at personnel office,
County
Calloway
and woven wire have long since Rex Camp Ditching, phone 753- Murray
A23C Hospital. An equal opportunity
supplanted the rail and post- 5933.
employer.
A24C
hole fence. Since wire is more
RECEPTIONIST for
efficient, enduring, and trouble WANTED
free, few farmers and home- office in Aurora. Must be neat CLEAN UP boy wanted. Contact
A24C
owners regret this change in and pleasant. Some light typing O.L. Mathis, at 753-2617.
Harvey
Phone
required.
materials for land enclosure.
A26C
Conaway,753-9807.
MANAGER NEEDED now
Insurance managers opening in
this area. No debit, no travel, no
draw. Salary, overwrite, exreceive
penses.
Agents
guaranteed income, commission
and vested renewals. Help in
recruiting and training. We are
an old line company in the upper
5 per cent in size of all comPresident Nixon talked with panies. We have the most up to
By EbWARD NEILAN
Chairmap Mao Tse-tung and date portfolios; consisting of life,
Copley News Service
Premier Chou Ex-lai. Nancy hosteilization and income
is the American-born daugh- protection. For confidential inPEKING - Most visitors to
ter of Tang Ming-chao, editor terviews send resumes to Perthe People's`Republic of Chiof the Overseas Chinese Daily sonnel Director. P.O. Box 220,
na see the country through
in New York until 1949.
Benton,Ill. 62812.
A26C
their own eyes but hear about
During the couese of 3,500it via the words of intermiles travel by train across
preters.
China, I had some very
A shortage of capable EnNOTICE
pointed discussions-cum-arglish-speaking interpreters is
guments, mainly with Yao
often advanced here as a reaSOMEONE TO tend to garden,
and Yeh.
son that more Americans are
out of
They were following the of- for vegetables, they can get
not granted visas for travel to
A25C
ficial Chinese attitude which_ it. Phone 753-2917.
the country that has been virIs that although ideological
tually closed to the West for
differences may exist, these
more than 20 years.
should not stand in the way of
Four of the best EnglishIf You
friendship.
asaaldag interpreters in ChiYao is a genuine delight as a
a& ateampanied a group of
conversationalist. He served
eight American newsmen on a
Please Phone
for two years in the People's
- recent 23-day visit across
liberation Army during the
China:
Your
Korean War in various parts
-Yao Wei, 4.2, representing
of Korea. Educated at St.
the Chinese Peoples AssociLouis Academy, an American
ation for Friendship for Forschool in Peking, Yao contineign Peoples. He was the late
ually amazes visitors with his
American writer Edgar
Cutting out the holes in the
If No Results:
troad vocabulary, knowledge
Snow's favorite interpreter.
posts was a particular type of
of American slang,and dia.
Yell -Chin,. 32, American
Pisan&
cernment of nuances.
desk chief, Hsinhua (New
•
The holes had to be the
Yao bicycles to work every
China) News Agency.
ante tiZe_spd the mine disday -20 minutes each way Yeh is likely to be visiting
tance apart iti each post, die
as does his wife, a Russianthe United States later this
the syrmnetry of the fence
language translator. They
Then
year with a Chinese journalwould be out of kilter and the
have three children, one of
ists' group and is in the runAfter 5:30 p.m. and
whom is a deaf-mute.
1'
dewed neat effect destroyed.
rung to head Hsinhua's first
Yeh's conversational EnWashington
bureau
when
it
is
Until 6:30 p.m.
To cut these holes-usually
glish is not quite as good as
established.
five to the post, the fence
Yao's, but the shortetatured
-Yang Shan-hou, 33, Informaker had a special kind of
Hsmhua man's sense of humation Department, Ministry
short-handled axe, usually
mor makes him a favorite
of Foreign Affairs. Besides
homemade, which looked more
among American corresponhis English abilities, Yang
like a mattock than an axe.
soundly defeated each Amerdents.
With this tool, the hole was
ican visitor who challenged
He is forever urging "don't
him in Ping-Pong.
dug rather than chopped
be afraid to ask tough ques- Miss Li Pao-chiu, Infortions" when a party bureauthrough the post and particular
mation Department, Ministry
crat lapsed into heavy, dogpains had to be taken to get
of Foreign Affairs. Following
matic recitations.
them in the exact center. Some
the custom of "new China,"
posthole cutters became so
Yeh,who calls his two-yearMiss Li .uses her maiden
2/
1
2 ML North of Murra
skilled in their work they could
old son "my little devil," has
name, although she is mardo 40 or more posts a day.
been taught many expres(Formerly
Neal Starks
ried. Husband also works at
sions by visiting Americans.
the Foreign Ministry.
& Sons)
With the posts finished, set-,
His "y'all come on, let's eat,"
These four, especially Yao,
sounds like a Deep South
and well-tamped in the ground,
rate
in English proficiency
rails
original.
the
the work of putting up
only a notch below Nancy
Both Yeh and his wife, an PARIS LIVESTOCK commission
was rapid enough and the fence
Tang Wen-sheng, who was the
English-to-Chinese transla- company,Paris,
soon completed. Once up, it
Tenn. Will have
verbal go-between when
tor, are graduates of Hang- no
sale, Friday, April 27. A26NC
thou University in Chekiang
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
province. Yeh comes from a
000M OOM 70000 peasant family, worked as a
OOMP MOO 0000
6 Par labbr)
ACFSDSS
7 Lubricate
OMB 000M0 ORO herd boy with water buffalo.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
1 Final
8 Sound a horn
MO MOMM OR MO He watched the execution of
5 Blemish
Unlocked
9
the
"corrupt"
landlord
in
his
DOOM
COMET-1965, four door. Two
- 9 Night btd
10 Part of speech
M0000 MOP! OOP village when Red Army new tires. Good condition. Will
12 Wing**
11 Smaller
00M0
MOM
U0R0
13 Group of Tess
troops arrived in 1949.
number
trade for good pickup. Phone 43614 American
OMB MOP MMMOM
16 Masonic
Yell talks enthusiastically
esallYiet
23.34.
BEAM
A23C
OREM
doorkeeper&
15 American sk
20 Argues
OM =0 OOMM QC about the prospects of his be17 Behold!
ing
based
in
22 Printer's
Washington.
"I
MOM MOM MR0
18 Mat vetch
PEST CONTROL
measure
want to travel around and
OOMMMOMOMOMBP
19 Tie
Eat
23
MOOR 000 IMMO learn a lot about the Amer21 Cares for
24 Metal
FOR THE best in pest control
23 Reveals
as
26 Brother of Odin
ican people," he said.
27 Pronoun
50 Force
service and termite control call
velsing
Anochor
3
4340
7 sh
Posed tor
28
Yang,
the
Ping-Pong
champ
28 Girl's name
54 Ocean
portrait
29 Evil
among the interpreters, was Superior Exterminating Com58 Rocky hill
Interfection
30 Blunted
31 Condensed
pgstix
57 Anglo-Saxon
May 3C
Negative
4
45
7
Otherwtsai
32
once a basketball player in pany, 753-7266.
moisture
Condescending
money
33 Unwantiellr
middle
(
high)
school
but
was
sheep
34 Negative
Male
58
looks
plant
35 Mistake
61 Indefinite
hit in the glasses with a ball
48 Small plant
36 Take
WANT TO BUY
38 French article
article
unlawfully
49 Girl's name
once and decided to give up
39 Abstract being
the
game.
41 Drunkard
42.Stack
He was born in Szechuan WILL BUY or trade old guns,
44 Greek letter
province, home of spicy, hot used guns, or new guns. Will buy
48 Shouted
food, and studied at both
laying hens. Phone 753-6940. May
48 Burn with hot
water
Wuhan and Chungldng uni16C
51 Prophet
versities. Yang was the inter52 Brick -carryng
device
preter for the official White
53 Exists
House photographer during
WANTED TO RENT
58 Newspaper
President Nixon's visit.
executive
59 Naive metal
WANT TO RENT two bedroom
Miss Li bicycles to work
eo APProach
each
day
house
with
her
with reasonable rent.
husband.
62 Girl's name
Their life centers around the Phone 753-5058 after 5:00 03 Dance step
04-Makes into
Foreign Ministry vAlit.re they p.m)
A23C
Imam
often dine in the staff canteen
es Maine weight
and view movies. The couDOWN
ple has no children, "unfortuKOR SALE
nately," .stie said. .,
_
c.2 A state (abbr.)
Asked where she would like
1 Weaken
G.E. REFRIGERATOR,15 cubic
most to travel, Miss Li said,
4 Roman official
foot, white. Gciod condition.
"I would first prefer more
5 Pori, painfully
Dl ti by United eature Symbol" e. 1*.
$50.00. Phone 753-6593.
23
travel in China.
A24C

,

CHIN-ESE CULTURE

Interpreters put
accent on friendship

Miss Your Paper

Paper Carrier
First

75311916

z'S

r:.-THE-pn-A-Nrom

sein-sorp.m.,

rer

753-7278

OE MORRIS
& SONS
Mobile Home
Soles, Inc.

BEATLE BAILEY
4 THERE 5LiCi4
THA NG Ai A
ror BEER BED?

GARGE
COULD I
PIAVE A
WATER SEP
IF I PAir,
FOR IT
=

Diotog

w
It

--. 753-9636

Crossword Puzzle

mom

NANCY
GO GET MY AUNT
PRITZI'S HEADACHE
POWDER FROM
THE BATHROOM

PEEWEE, I

--HAVE A BAD
HEADACHE

rowr- SEE
HOW THIS
HELP

•

CAN

}

•

''s%:1100.6
LIL• ABNER
TALK SOMESENSE N10 HIM!!
DON'T YOU WANT A

A MILLION DOLLARS IMILUOP,.IAIRE FOR A PAPS:)
1 7? (11)

PO'MAH "CORPORAL
CROCK"COMIC
BOOK - /401
,
1E!!

r'kb

lgoemo
4'-

4hAROv
NU
4.23

4

PAGE EL

Outdoor Lore

Environmentally
Speaking

When I travel in areas of
Kentucky where surface mining
has continued for years, I am
saddened by the devastated,
derelict land which was left in
before
terrible condition
Kentucky had laws to prevent
such destruction.
Many acres stand barren and
rough as orphan lands. Acid
seeps from many areas, of
Western Kentucky, turning
streams a poisonous orange and
killing the vegetation.
On Governor Wendell. Ford's
recommendation, the 1972
Kentucky General Assembly
appropriated one-half million
dollars to establish a revolving
purchase,
fund for the
restoration, and resale of insufficiently reclaimed land
affected by strip or auger
mining. Federal funds will be
solicited where possible.
We in the Kentucky Department for Natural Resources and
Environmental
Protection
estimate that 65,000 acres of
orphan land in the state need
restoration in terms of grading,
draining of acid water impoundments, and revegetation.
In 1966, the U.S. Forest Service
in Eastern Kentucky and the
Tennessee Valley Authority in
Kentucky,' with
Western
assistance from the state
reclamation agency, released
surveys showing that 38,000
acres in the east and 27,000
acres-in the west. needed

r:S.
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Your '
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fo
-Te

Pol. A(
Futrell
Ky.

e'REE BI
Friday ( I
or girl's),
& Weste
Repair. C
4th.

EXTRA r
air condit
and gas
April 23.1
753-7358.

THREE
downtowr
one-2 bed
2 bedroo
conditloz
:furnishel
'Phone 753

ONE B
-apartmer
available
no pets,
Call 7534

TWO BE
apartmer
peting, g
required
Phone 75;

FURNISI
living roi
and show
bedrooms
ments, S
6609.

CNE 01
ne
-11
;married
universit
'Contact
0094.

GARAGE
nished,
wall ca
washer. 1
children
1. Phone

Err

to
Avail
bedrc
ft

Phi

MOBILE
10'x50.
with 8'x:
- condition
and stor
$75.00 pet
2513.

ONE BE
1602 Dod
753-6564.

NICE 1
home. U
Murray
after 4:01

SPACIO
modern
Apartna

SIX ROI
South 121
month. F

CI,EAN
Located
$75.00 pa
522-6332.

MOBILE
furnishel
and garl
Located
$85.00 p
522-6332.

REAL

-.11•••••..

CORNE
215'x105'
miles f
$1975.00.
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With
A Classified Ad
Sell It

75C:11916

•
•••••

NOTICE

-time, sitter, for
Imes Call 753A25C

d income? For
it part time, set
lye financial
3-1470. May 1 C

WANTED!
Your Vote for My Dad

Earl Futrell
for Sheriff
-Teddy Futrell

help, part and
in person to
irble Company,
A24C
t.

Pol. Ad., Paid for by Earl
Futrell, RR. 1, Murray,
Ky.

ht porter wan2:00 midnight
connel office,
County
way
opportunity
A24C

FREE BOOT give away, every
Friday women's, men's, boy's
or girl's), at Vernon's Boot-Shoe
& Western Store and Shoe
Repair. Corner of Sycamore &
A27NC

wanted. Contact
A24C
3-2617.

!MED now.
:era opening in
it, no travel, no
iverwrite, exreceive
its
le, commission
Iva's. Help in
airiing. We are
:ny in the upper
ize of all corn- •
the most up to
insisting of life,
and income
confidential in!slimes to PerP.O. Box 220,
A26C

end to garden,
ey can get out of
A25C
oseoaocomie

You

Jr Paper
Phon*

lJr

:arrier
.st

Results:

1916

1X1en
p.m. and
.30 p.m.

7278

FOR RENT
EXTRA NICE trailer, carpeted,
air conditioned, color TV., water
and gas furnished. Available
April 23. Deposit required. Phone
A23C
753-7358.

FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

MOBILE HOME, 1967 model,
10'r52', Parkwood. All electric
central heat and air, all carpeted.
A23NC
Phone 753-4929.

ANTIQUE 1938 Oievrolet pickup,
good condition. Phone 753A23C
0374.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

NTED
ONE ACRE lot at Harrisgrove,
approximately 7 miles from
Murray. Water, septic tank, pole.
Ready for mobile home. Phone
A24P
435-5715 or 753-7592.

Vacation-Retirement
$0,080
room,
Large
living
fireplace, one bedroom,
complete kitchen, full bath,
furniture, boat and motor,
lake access, lot 150' x 100'.
Call A. Simmen
[Ile Real Estate
and Auction
Home 354-8353
Office 474-2717

FORD GALAXIE, 1965. In good
condition. One owner. $700.00.
Can be seen at 1500 Johnson
A23C
Blvd.

1960 MODEL 941 Ford tractor.
Good condition. Phone Howard
Brandon, 753-4383 or nights, 753AC
5960.

1970 TORINO GT, two door
hardtop, power steering, -power
brakes, vinyl roof. Good condition. Reduced to $1150.00
A24C
Phone 753-0310.

GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
seamless gutters, installed per
your specifications. Call Larry
at 753-2310 for free
Lyles
May 12C
estimate.
AVON TO buy or sell. Call 7538706 or 443-3366. Write Glenda
Duke, P.O. Box, 3247, Paducah,
Kentucky,42001.
April 28C

OFFICALS

me \t/•

IN GATESBOROUGH by owner, LATE MODEL boat, beautiful
brick home, carpted three large condition. Complete for $1850.00.
bedrooms, living room, den, Phone 753-8262. You must see.
May 2IC
kitchen, with built-ins, utility,
two baths, double garage with
storage room, patio, central heat
and air, nice lot. Shown by appointment only. Phone 753-8742
A25C
after 5:00 p.m.

CHEVELLE SS, 1968. Extra
sharp. New tires. Phone 753-1632
before 1:00 p.m., or 753-2364 after
A26C
1:00p.m.

IHEADOCTER5
TRUCE
SIPE RVI510/4
r"...a4P-•

SKYLARK BUICK-1971. Power
steering, brakes,factory air, new
tires. Price $2500.00. Phone 489A23P
2522a1ter 4:30p.m.

..egr
rte5
2
r4••• mower

TW. Ow.U.t WI Off
W U•wel •Ww• Sr**.

MOBILE HOME, 10's56', 1964
model, completely furnished.
conWasher, carpet, air
ditioned, porch and steps. Phone
A23C
753-9941.

'LET'S TAKE ANoTHER LOOK Al -THAT
RULE 130^K."

CHEVELLE SS 1970, good
condition, $2,000.00. Phone 436A23C
2385.

SERVICES OFFERED

Relief

Lettering

SERVICES OFFErtED

Olean AArmlisizig

Visual .

Advertising
eir k t3c.r4als

Pa nted Signs

"For All Your Sign Painting
Needs"
Ph.

1200 Story Ave.
(Behind J&S Oil Co.)

753-0276

Spiders

Termites
Eat Your Home

RANCHERO GT-1972. Power
and air. Loaded. Private owner.
Perfect mechanical condition.
May be seen at 1704 Magnolia or
A23C
phone 753-6496.

Carry Germs
THREE
APARTMENTS
FOR SALF
FOR SALE
downtown. One-3 rooms and bath,,COUNTRY pyrs for sale. Call
one-2 bedroom and bath, and one- Sam Harris 753-8061 or your FENCE SALE-Chain link
now on sale at Sears. Call
2 bedroom and bath with air realtor.
May 24C fencing
Larry Lyles, at 753-2301 for free
conditioning. All completely
DATSUN 510-1970, four door
also
furnished. Available May 1. BY OWNER; two wooded lots, estimate. Expert installation
automatic transmission, radio,
April 28C
A25C Sharpe Street, beside park, available.
Phone 753-1257.
tires. Phone 753-0652, AZP
good
De not be deceived! Termites work 24 boars a day dee year
near schools, shopping center,
round.. W'fater and SKII1Mer.
549606)
Phone
university.
Our
Price
Check
BOA
be
Can
1987.
furnisheii
VOLKSWAGEN,
ONE BEDROOM
color Television, $299.95
May8C NEW 19"
apartment, partial utilities paid, 2494.
seen at 916 North 18th
while thtqf last. Roby Sales, HighA23P
Street.
available May 5, air conditioned,
Benton, Kentucky. May
LARGE water front lots in way 68,
"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
no pets, married couples only. TWO
2C
River Subdivision. $4500.00
MGB GT, 1967, in excellent
A23C Blood
Call 753-9741.
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"
for both. Phone 436-2427 or after TRUCK LOAD sale Thomas A.
753-5865 condition. Phone 753-0960. A26C
Central Shopping Center
MayllP Edison air conditioners. 10,000
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished 6:00 p.m. 753-8997.
CHEVROLET-1959, automatic,
BTU,$184.25. 17,000 BTU,$233.00.
apartment, wall to wall carEN Canterbury Estates for
power and air. Great condition.
$260.62. 23,000 BTU,
BTU,
20,000
peting, good location. No lease LOT
city
4
ot
line
best
speed,
.Ar(MSTRONG'S
A24C
TOYOTA corona, 4
sale. Phone 753-6824.
Phone 767-4308 after 5:00
$285.00. 26,000 BTU,$318.40. Roby
required. $120.00 per month.
air conditioned, up to 30 M.P.G. nylon whitewall tires.
A23P
p.m.
Phone 753-4331.
April 26C BY OWNER new brick three Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
100S. 13th Street
Murrai, K(
may 2c Excellent condition,$1500.00. Call 775 x 14 or 15" - $16.60 + $2.11
Kentucky.
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nita
$2.27
+
$17.11
15"
A30C
or
825 x 14
436-5574.
bedroom house with living room,
in good
FALCON PICKUP 1
$2.43
seen
Negri
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
FURNISHED APARTMENTS, kitchen and utility room, built-in AIR CONDITIONER, one year .,,,„OvE
and 855 x 14 or 15" - $18.14 +
paths
4 1502
supreme
CARPET
windows.
Custom
and
Armstrong
doors
storm
stove,
ne 753living room, kitchen, bathroom
4_7ha.., with
22,000 BTU. Perfect con- ::::;;;. fluff beaten'
old.
k Licensed by State of Kentucky
polyester 78 series whitewall 2665.
A24P ,
and shower and bath. One or two Located 1612 Catalina Drive dition. Also refrigerator and ;
tirie 'Lustre. Ren''''''t shampooer ply
:
tires.
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart- $17,500.00. To see this house range. Phone 75313912.
Member Chamber of Commerce
A24P
$1.00. Big K, Belaire Shopping F78 x 14 or 15" - $17.40 + $2.42 BY OWNER: 1968 Buick two door
A24C.
ments, South 16th Street, 753- phone 753-0675.
AMC G78 a 14 or 15- - $1812 +.
Center.
6609.
8280 hardtop,Skylark Custom, factory
May9C
MOBILE HOME, 1966-10'x50'
15" $19.51 4- 12.80 power and air, local car. Imor
14
x
1178
Storm windows, oil furnace, air
CONCRETE STEPPING stones J78 x 14 or 15" - $19.70 + 82.89 maculate. New tires. Exceptional
CNE OR two bedroom apartconditioned. Shady Oaks. Phone
and concrete splash blocipi. Armstrong's best line of buy. Must see to believe. If inment: -Ideal fon 44- girls' or
A24P
,
evenings.
753-6331
WV OWNER: Apt.
Murray Lumber Company, polyester glass belted Whitewall terested phone 753-5070.
A27C
/married couple. Two blocks from
house, 5 apts., ciiliiWe install Shingles, Built-Up Roofs,
A25C tires.
104, Maple Street.
university at 104 Williams Ave.
pletely
furnished.
MOBILE HOME Excellent
CHEVELLE 1969, blue with dark
x
F78
14
Contact Bill Coker at 753or
15"
+
$20.30
$2.54
Permanent tenants.
condition. All electric. Fully BLUE Lustre not only rids
Cedar Shakes & Gutters
blue vinyl top, air conditioned,
0094.
G78 x 14 or 15" - $20.89 + $2.73
AC
Very high income on
carpeted, except kitchen. 12'7.50'.
two door hardtop, automatic,
soft
pile
leaves
but
soil
of
ts
Phone 436-2172
••=••••10•••••••=mosk
1178 14.4*..157--. 321-98 +.3298thocket seats; white interim,
investments. Also four
wee days74555 after ile° 1"1"-Mofty. -Rent iIiicfrIE.
GARAGE APARTMENT, furii
bedroom brick house
engine. Phone 753-8420 after
AM! pooer $1. Kwik-Pik Market, Five
nished, air conditioned, wall to
378 x 14 or 15" - $22.43 + $3.02 n.m.
with carport, wall to
A25P
wall carpeting, electric dish-14- or-15" - $224.73 +
L73-1
wall carpet and drapes.
VICTORIAN LOVE neatand two."'
washer. Married couple only. No
Armstrong's best line of
Phone 753-107.
matching. chairs. Ala° antique BELTONE FACTORY fresh
CARD OF THANKS
children or pets. Available May
steel belted whitewall
polyester
deep
type
chest
and
tree
hall
make
r
iespf:ugs
allis
tter
. vi
dsha
aid
ai
e
learing
hearing
ti
freeze. phone 753.7327,
1. Phone 753-1300. 885.00.
A23C
tires.
NICE 3 bedroom brick home,
F78 x 14 or 15" - $23.13 + $2.68 We would like to express our WILL DO painting, interior or SUMMER HEAT won't stop-but
thanks for every word and act of exterior. By the job or hour. Free your air conditioner will, if not
near downtown, hospital and ANTIQUE CLACK-1679 Jerome
shown to us during the estimates. Phone 437-4534 or 527- serviced properly. Call Morris
sympathy
,
1970-14'
High School. Large living room, & Co. wall clock, weight driven. TRAVEL TRAILER,
G7D x 14 or 15" - $24.27 + $2.87
recent death of our dear mother 9714.
April 24C Refrigeration Sales & Service,
dining room, utility, garage Excellent co
$3.10
15"
+
or
14
$25.58
x
H78
condition, $125.00 or fully
equiPPetil in49". Phone
'
and grandmother, Mrs. Florence
May2C
A24P
Is Now
753-7205.
attached, paved drive on shady best offer. Men's suede coat, size 753-7400.
Armstrong Polyester glass
Nunn. Thanks so much for the FOR ALL your auto repair needs,
lot, possession with deed, priced 40, dry cleanable, $20.00. Phone'
belted wide 70 series with raised
flowers food, cards, also the free pick up and delivery. KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
to sell.
A23P KIRBY VACUUMS-The shag white letters.
evenings 753-6090.
for May & June
rug specialist that adjusts to any G70 a 14 or 15" - $23.01 +VA visits to the hospital while she Tractor repair in the field. Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
Nice 2 bedroom home, large
carpet. New and used vacuums 1170x 14 or 15" - $23.81 + $3.09 was there. A special thanks to Trained Subaru mechanic. Free 13th Street, "Every day you
Available will be 2
family room, kitchen comdelay lets bugs have their
bedroom apartments.
bination, built-in GOING OUT of business sale. for sale. For demonstration Armstrong nylon glass belted Drs. Lowery, Hal Houston. estimate. Phone 753.1223. A23C
TFC
way."
Nurses on 3'rd floors. Bro. Jack
local
your
Hutchens,
Mike
phone
utility
large
fireplace,
stove,
or
furnished
wide 60 series with raised white
Cook's General Merchandise,
Lassiter
Harold
Bro.
and
Janes
753or
753-0752
distributor.
Kirby
carport,
porch,
back
in
screened
FOR ALL your additionsletters.
Hazel, Kentucky. Closing out
unfurnished.
H. Churchill remodeling, residential or WILL DO trash and brush
and the Max
good well7on five acres about 4 entire stockdry
G60 x 14 or 15"- $25.53 + $3.18
goods, ready 0359.
of
Home.
Funeral
Phone 753-4331
miles South.
commercial. New or old. Free hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
LAO x 14 or 15" - $28.44 + $3.88
arnts
eu
co
t.o;N
di
,Tddisco
shozm
onst.s At
notiun
God Richly Bless each estimates. Call 753-6123.
TFC
May
bigbigGEESE, DUCKS, Bantams,
Nice 2 acre building lot on Hwy.
TFC 7534130.
MaYi
Armstrong's best highway
and everyone.
94, near lake for only $1,600.
50 per cent.
A26C Pigeons, Chickens, young arid tread truck tire, tube type.
FREE ESTIMATE on spectic
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Outland
MOBILE HOME, two bedroom, Galloway Insurance & Realty,
old. Fancy and old favorites.
tank installation. Phone 75310'x50. Has large living room Murray,Ky. Phone 753-5842. A23C CURTIS MATHIS color T v Hubert Alexander, Sedalia Ky. 650 x 16 -6 ply, $20.93 + $2.58 Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Starks and ROY's LOCKSMITH Service.
7850.
TFC
Randy
air
with
extension,
8'x12'
with
phone 326-8563.
TFC
Phone Paris,6424551.
A2.5P 670 x 15 - 6 ply, $20.69 + $2.40
Good condition. Phone 436n,
McCui.sto
.
Bob
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Water
heat.
- conditioning, electric
700 x 15 - 6 ply, $21.67 + $2.80
A23C
2334.
1TC
and storage building furnished. TWO BEDROOM masonary
AIR COMPRESSoRS
BOAT, MOTOR and trailer, 1544' 750 a 16 - 8 ply, $28.07 + $3.69 Sheila and Eddie.
JERRY'S REFINISHING 8z
-Sales & Service$75.00 per month. Phone 489of
house, carpeted. On one acre
Custom Built Furniture 6 miles
RCA TELEVISION, black and fiberglasss with 60 H.P. Johnson 825 x 20- 10 ply, $54.16 + $6.14
A24C land. Located v2 block north of
2513.
condition.
excellent
In
motor.
641.
Hwy.
DIXIELAND
of
on
South
Murray
COMPRESSOR
900
console
x
20 - 10 ply, $65.43 + $7.33
white, 23" screen,
CO.
A23NC 1000 x 20- 12 ply, $76.68 + $9.10 Words cannot express.the grief Jerry McCoy, owner. 502.) 492121 bypass on North 16th Street. cabinet. Very good condition. Phone 753-3376.
and sorrow we have had since our 8837.
753.3018 Day or Night
ONE BEDROOM apartment at House completely furnished, Phone 753-2471.
TFC
1000 x 22- 12 ply, $80.26 + $9.98
A23C
has been in ill
All'Work Guaranteed 1602 Dodson. Reasonable. Phone everything in good condition.
$ COMPARE and save S. Armstrong's best lug or son Ronald Keith
But with
A26C Good investment for the future.
753-6564.
Seamless aluminum gutters. traction type truck tire. health and his death.
A26C VACUUM CLEANER, coffee Atkins Gutter Installation. 600 x 16 -6 ply, $21.83 + $2.56 God's help, the burden has been JOHN'S REPAIR Service. WE MOW lawns or will do
Phone 753-0960.
lightened.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and trimming. Phone 437-4296. A24P
mobile
bedroom
NICE TWO
table, metal book shelves. Good "Financing available." Phone 670 x 15 - 6 ply, $22.09 + $2.89 We want to thank Bro. Julian carpentry. Phone
753-5897 days or
miles south of TWO BEDROOM house on one
home. Located
23C
May
753-8992.
or
753-8407
700 X 15 - 6 ply, $23.30 4- $3.33 Warren, Bro. John Bradley f
condition. Phone 753-6587. A23P
753-7625 nights.
TFC BRUSH, TRASH and garbage,
Murray on 641. Phone 753-4645 acre of land, four miles south,of
750 a 16 - 8 ply, $30.18 + $4.12 their comforting words, quartet,
(anything from residents) hauled
A24C
•
436Phone
4:00p.m.
Concord.
after
New
abinet 825 x 20 - 10 ply, $63.89 + $7.25
STARCRAFT CAMPERS. Shasta TWO D4Fio
pianest, pallbearers, Dr. Clark, BULLDOZER WORK: trucking, at lowest prices. Phone 753-7450
AP
2185.
all.
900 x 20 - 10 ply, $69.92 + $8.51
and Golden Falcon, travel and two
student also bank gravel, fill dirt and or 753-6689. 211 South 11th. A24C
SPACIOUS TWO bedroom
A23C 1000 x 20-12 ply, $83.21 + $10.52 Dr. Lowry, Nurses,
A26P Phone 753- 3.
trailers. Phone 7534650.
nurses who tried so hard, Jim topsail. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
modern unfurnished Valarah Lee GOOD INVESTMENT as home
1000 x 22-12 ply, $87.61 + $11.50 Stilles who helped on trip to or 354-8161. after 5:00 p.m.
TFC HOUSE PAINTING-exterior,
A27C or rental property. Brick, three TWELVE REGISTERED Angus '21" MOWER, Briggs & Stratton
Apartments. 753-3865.
Roby Sales, Highway 68, Memphis, Blalock and Coleman
interior-city, or farm. Quality
bedrooms, bath, living room, all
Tiller.
H.P.
5
$49.88.
engine,
pounds.
400
weight
heifers,
May 9C
Benton, Ky.
work,
reasonably priced. C & J
neighcarpeted. Large kitchen-dining
friends,
Home,
Funeral
power
engine,
Registered Angus bull, age 4 Briggs & Stratton
SIX ROOM house, located 107
Painting Contractors. Phone 437BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
area and utility with tiled floor.
bors, who were so helpful with
A23C reverse, $147.88. 5 H.P. riding
years. Phone 436-5618.
South 12th, furnished. $100.00 per
May 7NC
4712,
Air conditioned. Near high school
their kind words, food, and
mower, 25" cut, Briggs &
Montgomery Ward,.
month. Phone 753-4331.
in
in Robertson School district. Five CROUCH & Canady Fruit Stand, Stratton engine, $258.95. 7 H.P.
helped
who
else
anyone
May 4C.
1203 Chestnut
CARPET CLEANING - Profesclosets and extra dry under house Highway, 641 South, Hazel, riding mower, 30" cut, Briggs &
anyway.
•
•
Sale, Wednesday onlY
&
MANAGEMENT
•
sional. Commercial or residential
1TP
storage. Near playground and Tennessee. Fresh fruits, and Stratton engine, $323.95. .4.1-1.P.
Redden
Pat
Mrs.
Mr. and
10 percent off all Returned
•
• at reasonable prices. Free
CLEAN UP or body shop. park. Make an offer we can't vegetables. Tomatoes, 25-cents riding mower, 30" cut, Briggs &
•
Goods
U
MANAGEMENT
•
Open trio , 00 p
• estimate. Will furnish references.
MUSIC
A24C pound. Grapefruit, 10-cents each. Stratton engine, electric start,
Located one mile from Murray. refuse. Phone 753-8654.
•
U
•
Phone Handyman,753-5827. May
•
$75.00 per month. Phone Cadiz
head. $399.95. Roby Sales Highway 68,
25-cents
TRAINEES
and Repair •
bedroom, Lettuce,
TUNING
PIANO
Three
OWNER;
BY
A27C
10C
522-6332.
MACHINE sale. Heavy
A23C Benton, Kentucky.
each.
•
15-cents
SEWING
Cucumbers,
May2C
Cain, 753-8712. Registered
brick house, air conditioned,
Regular $79.95. Jerry
•
size.
full
duty,
openings •
appliances,'THREE PIECE nursery set;
craftsman Piano Technician • Immediate
MOBILE HOME, two bedroom carpeted, built-in
14' CHEROKEE boat, 72 H.P. Sale $47.99. Heavy duty zig zig. Guild.
TFC
Must be neat, •
room,
available.
utility
innerspring
bath
with
bed
baby
ceramic
Water
conditioned.
Air
furnished.
Johnson motor and trailer. Phone regular $99.95. Sale $63.96
• clean, enthusiastic,
1610 Kirkwood mattress, big hathinette, and
and garbage pick up furnished. carport and patio,
A25C Deluxe zig zig Regular $139.95. PIANO
TUNING -Repair- • energetic and be capable to
7674384 after 6:00 p.m.
only.
appointment
A23C
Phone
753-7930.
chifferobe.
By
•
Located one mile from Murray. Drive.
serSale $95.47. Super deluxe zig zig. rebuilding. Prompt expert
• assuming responsibilities.
•
5:60
$85.00 per month. Phone Cadiz Phone 753-5782 after
Rebuilt
$114.37.
experience.
Sale
$159.95.
Regular
13-years
vice,
Make
PUPPIES.
COLLIE
and
"RED BELLY Ford tractor
0
A25C
• Attractive salary ranging
• A27C p.m.
522-6332.
pets or stock dogs. Male, $15.00. disc. In excellent condition. Roby.,Sales, Highway 68, Benton, pianos for side. Ben W. Dyer,
from $110 to $150 per week •
7532C
Phone
May
Murray, Kentucky.
A24C Kentucky.
BY OWNER: three bedroom Female, $10.00. Mrs. John D. phone 753-3096.
• and other Wlitlits offerska
6omplete Rome
TFC
8911.
A23C
brick house at 1717 Keeneland .Calhoon, 436-2368.
Contact Mr. Dailey in •
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Remodeling
•
Drive with den-kitchen, commare, show
to
resume
send
or
person
•
RACKING
LEASE
SALE
FAST
OR
FOR
copsole, 23". Ex- 071 ARROW Glass boat. 17', 120
bination, With all built-Ins, (in- COLOR T.V.
good
saddle,
1334 West ••
Chef,
English
Barger
•
.EST1MAJE
FREE
large,
extra
Turn tableAMCORNER LOT,
inboard-outboard,
Irish FOUR ROOM house and 6 bay
cluding refrigerator, dishwasher cellent condition.
•
Main.
tandem condition. Also 8 month old
7534824
215'x105', in Grove Heights, 5
Phone
radio.
clean
Used
shop.
stereo
up
FM
Car
Contact
Lots of
and garbage disposal), central
474- Setter puppy. Phone Valerie Exchange,220 Tyson •A ve., Peri!, •
extrhs PhoneA24C
&r•
p.m. Must sell Emmiles East 94. City water.
•
•
•
•••
753-0%1
A23C
heat and air and garage. Call 751 after 600
Spencer 753-3616.
2257'
A23P
474-2308.
A23C
$1975.00. Phone
madiately
A27C
phone
642-0231
Tennessee,
A23C
5625

ROHN
.
Tif TOWERS & ANTENNAS

'Lowalfiellial

TV SERVICE CENTER

,T1

OR SALE

Protect Your Home!

--CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

KELLEY'S TERMITE
PEST CONTROL

, Need A New Roof?

Phcer

Bob Swift

itroctOr
Roofin Cirn-

Embassy Apts.
RENTING

ORRIS
NS
Home
, Inc.
of Murray
aI Starks
)fls)

)6363a=
X commission
enn. Will have
ril 27. A26N('

lit TRADE
iur door. Two
condition. Will
cup. Phone 436A23C
STROI,
pest control
te control call
mating CornMay 3C
BUY
ade old guns,
guns. Will buy
)753-6940. May

D RENT
two bedroom
ionable rent.
r5:00 •
A23C

kTOR, 15 cubic
od condition.
593.
A24C

•Papering
•Painting
* Panelling
* Ceiling Tile

Bill 14oughton

Gas Explosion
Kills Seven
In El Paso

Rites Held Today
Los Angeles Gunman For
Stillborn Son
Kills Six Persons

LOS ANGELES ( AP)- The I
EL PASO, Tex. (AP).
gunman pointed to his latest
heard a girl scream, 'Help
victim and asked a horrified
tne!' I went running to this service station attendant who
first apartment. We started dig- witnessed the killings: "Do you
ging those people out of this know if anyone wants some of
wreckage, all this mess."
that?"
Edna Williams was describAn otherwise peaceful Easter
ing the scene immediately after Sunday in a predominantly
a natural gas explosion early black neighborhood was shatEaster Sunday killed seven per- tered by a man wielding a .20sons and leveled much of an gauge shotgun. The 90-minute
apartment complex about half shooting rampage left six pera mile east of the downtown sons dead and ten wounded at
section.
eight locations, authorities said.
She said she was in her home
"He walked in and asked for
across the street reading the Butch," recalled James MorBible when the blast occurred row, 35, a coworker of Raleigh
about 6:30 a.m.
"Butch" Henderson, a service
Eight persons were hospi- station attendant who was guntalized today after the low, ned down. "Butch turned
rumbling blast turned seven of around and he just started
the brick veneer apartments in shooting."
the L-shaped complex into a
A preliminary investigation
pile of concrete and brick de- indicated the shootings may
bris five feet deep.
have been "a planned sequence
The firemen blamed the ex- - something he thought out, or
plosion on leaking natural gas, at any rate did in a kind of order
saying the leak occurred where of priorities," said Sheriff's U.
street repairs had been made. Charles Elliott.
They said gas was spewing
"At any rate, we believe he
through the street as far as 100 knew all or most of the people
feet from the apartments.
he killed."

Supreme Court Hears
Arguments On Busing
WASHINGTON ;AP - The
Supreme Court today hears arguments for the first time on
whether federal judges may order busing across school-district boundaries in pursuit of
desegregation.
The immediate issue is a district-court order for consolidation of the mostly black
schools of Richmond, Va., with
the predominantly white school
districts in neighboring Henrico
and Chesterfield counties.
That order was issued in
January 1772 by U.S. District
Court Judge Robert H. Merhige
Jr. and would have required
busing of about 78,000 pupils
across city and county lines.

Officers shot and wounded
William Ray Bonner, 25, an
unemployed service station attendant, during a shootout that
followed a chase by sheriff's
deputies. Bonner was booked
for investigation of murder, officers said. He was reported in
satisfactory condition at a local
hospital with gunshot wounds in
the leg.
Persons killed in the afternoon shooting spree included
Runner's grandmother, girlfriend and a 12-year-old girl,
sheriff's deputies said.
Most of the wounded were reported in critical condition.
At least one and possibly two
of the wounded were hit by
crossfire when officers surrounded the gunman at an intersection and exchanged some
40 shots before wounding him
and taking him into custody,
authorities said.
The cause of the shootings
was under investigation.
The shooting rampage started
at Runner's home, where a female visitor was fatally shot
een-agers were
and two
wounded. It then spread
through the surrounding neighborhood. The gunman made
quick visits to two gas stations,
two liquor stores and two other
homes - all within a onesquare-rnile area - leaving
dead and wounded as he went,'
deputies said.

gal Defense and Education
Fund. The Virginia State Board
t Continued from Page 1
of Education and the Nixon administration support the circuit- the Purples are now in full
court ruling.
bloom.
Similar lawsuits affecting
metropolitan-area schools are
The tree leaves are getting
pending in Detroit and Grand over the blight of the freeze and
Rapids, Mich.; Dayton, Ohio; have recouped and with the
Durham, N.C.; Wilmington, warm, albeit continued wet
Del.; Hartford, Conn.; Buffalo; weather, they are apporaching
Atlanta; Boston; Indianapolis, full leaf.
and Louisville.
The Supreme Court was told
Odd experience Saturday.
in briefs that during the 1970-71 Standing there immediately
school year, about 9,000 black next to the small bird feeder,
pupils in Richmond were at- and a Titmouse zipped in and lit
tending 13 schools that were at on top of the thing. Completely
least 90 per cent black, while unafraid, he sat there not over
there were four all-white two feet away, looked us over
In a 5-1 decision last June, schools. Chesterfield and Hen- with his bright eyes, and
rico schools were completely
proceeded to commandeer a
the U.S. Circuit Court at Richsegregated
until the mid-1960s.
Sunflower seed and with great
mond reversed that order. The
aplomb, proceeded 41 eat it. He
appellate court said Merhige
was joined immediately by
had no authority to crew disanother Titmouse and a
trict lines to cure segregation
Chickadee. They did not move
within the Richmond school
-until we muved. —
tesettmeettfrens Peg

Seen & Heard . . .

Watergate ...

The Richmond School Board
hadarg-ied that pupils were
moved across boundary lines to
perpetuate segregation and that
those lines should be crossed
for desegregation.
Arguing with the school
board to have the appellate ruling nullified and Merhige's order restored is the NAACP Le-

Reception To
Be Held For
Clara Eagle

MONDAY-APRIL 23, 1973
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Christopher
Johnson,
stillborn infant son of Mr. and
Mrs. Perry Johnson of Murray,
was born Sunday at 4:28 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Graveside services will be
held today at two p.m. at the
Murray City Cemetery with
Rev. C. E. Timberlake officiating. The Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home has charge of the
arrangements.
Survivors in addition to his
parents are his grandparents,
Noxie Johnson and Ardee Riley,
both of Murray, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Cunningham, Almo;
great grandmother, Mrs. Pearl
Johnson of Murray; two sisters,
Melinda and Melissa Johnson,
and two brothers, Claude and
Craig Johnson, all of Murray.

Olympics .. .
(Continued from Page 1)
and mile run, according to
Beane. Winners from the region
may advance to competition at
the state level in Lexington next
month.
Beane said the purpose of the
Special Olympics is to promote
the development of confidence
among the retarded through a
positive and successful experience in sports.
"Competition often enables
the retarded to build a selfimage associated with successrather than failure," he added.
"Sometimes success on the
playing field has carry-over
value into the classroom, the
home, and the workshop."

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Volunteers provide the
manpower to conduct the
Special Olympics competitions.
Assisting Beane as members of
the executive committee to plan
the first region Special
Olympics are two special
education faculty members at
Murray State: Mrs. Billie
Downing, director of mental
retardation; and Mrs. Kay
Myers, who is chairman of the
opening ceremony and the
awards ceremony.

Also serving on the executive
committee as subcommittee
chain:gest
-Charles L.
Eldridge, promotion and
One never relizes how much finance; and Dr. Jack Baker
heartache there is in the world, W•lX.-13Fenda Smith, gamei.
until he meets and talks with
Lunch for the participants
people. The emptiness and will be donated by the Burger
vacuum which enters so many Queen of Murray.
lives is appalling.

have better and purer advisers
in the future'
There were several other developments over the weekend.
-Charles W. Colson, a former White House consultant,
reiterated Sunday that he had
no involvement in Watergate.
Someone said: "Few people
He characterized as "just plain
are fast enough to keep up with
wrong" a story in the Los Antheir good intentions."
geles Times saying that Colson
was prepared to document an
"A statesman makes the
administration coverup of Waoccasion, but the occasion
tergate. The Times stood by its
makes the politician".... G. S.
story.
-Ridder Publications' Washington bureau quoted sources
as saying Atty. Gen. Richard
Kleindienst may resign after
Watergate investigations are
over because he has fallen out
of favor with Nixon over his
handling of the matter. He already has withdrawn from the
case.
--Sen. Edward Brooke, R- By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The rain-soaked lower MisMass., said Sunday it is difficult to understand how persons sissippi Valley took the brunt of
working with the President a new series of thunderstorms
would not have told Nixon and heavy rains early today
about the Watergate bugging following a weekend of torbefore it was done. "It is incon- nadoes, rain and flooding
ceivable to me that they would throughout the nation's midsecnot have told the President tion.
In contrast, the Easter weekabout this matter," said Brooke
end on both coasts was pleason NBC's "Meet the Press."
ant. More than 500,000 persons
swarmed to the beaches in Los
Angeles County as temperatures touched 85, and 80 degree
readings were common in the
East.
Thunderstorms spread from
Federal State Market News
eastern Oklahoma to the Ohio
April
23,
1973.
Service
Valley with 1.8 inches of rain
Kentucky Pruchase Area Hog
accumulated during the night
Market Report Includes nine
at Little Rock, Ark., and 2.1
Buying Stations
inches at Springfield, Mo.
Receipts: Act 2161 Est 600
The Mississippi River at BurBarrows and Gilts steady Sows
lington, Iowa, St. Louis, Mo.,
average to steady.
and Cairo, Ill., was expected to
US 1-2 200-230 lbs.,$35.50-36.00
crest at possible record levels
US 1-3 200-250 lbs., $35.00-35.50
during the coming week.
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., $34.50-35.00
$34.00-34.50
Three tornadoes were reportUS 3-4 260-280 lbs.,
Sows
ed Sunday night near Little
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., $31.00-32.00 Rock, Ark. A flash flood watch
was issued for much of Arfew 32.50
kansas.
Hundreds of+tampers
US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 830.00-31.00
were chased from a folk festifew 31.75
val at Ozark Mountain Forest
US 2.3 450-650 lbs., $29.00-30.00
by a flood early Sunday.
Boars 25.00-28.50

A reception will be held
Monday, April 30, from 7 until 9
p.m. in the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Building at Murray State
University for Miss Clara M.
Eagle, who is retiring at the end
of the present semester after 27
years as a member and
chairman of the art faculty.
Sponsored by her faculty
colleagues in the department,
the reception will be held in the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, which
is named in her honor. It is on
the 4th Floor of the Fine Arts
Building, and the public is invited to attend.
An Ohiq native, Miss Eagle
became head of the art
department at Murray State in
1949, a post she held until the
spring of 1971 when she
relinquished it because of ill
health. She has since been
director of galleries and a
teaching member of the faculty.
Before joining the Murray
State faculty in 1946, Miss Eagle
servei as art supervisor in
several city school systems in
Ohio and taught at Rio Grande
College.
She earned both the B. S. and
M. A. degrees at Ohio State
University, and has done additional work at the John Huntington Polytechnic Institute of
Cleveland and the John Herron
Art Institute and the Rochester
Institute of Technologyi.Schooll
for American Crattsguen.
Widely-known as a lecturer
and world traveler, she has:
(lone work for a number of
your&
-free lama,
VA&*ATkW- •photographer, interior
Four out of-five households
designer, commercial artist In the United States owned
a(Id silversmith.
cars in 1971.

Begun in 1968, the Special
sponsored
is
Olympics
nationally by the Joseph P.
Kennedy, Jr., Foundation.
Competition at the national
level is held every two years.

Rains Hit
Mississippi
Valley Again

Housecat ...
(Ceatinned from Page 1)
The parody of world famous
beauty contests becomes obvious in the selection of Bob
Barker, M. C. of the Miss
Universe Pageant and host of
"Truth or Consequences", to
preside over the Coronation
ceremdhies which will be held
at the Hotel -Fontainebleau in
Miami Beach this summer.
If the local pussycat is lucky
enough to be selected as one of
the 10 finalists, it wins a portable color TV set, $100 in cash,
an engraved trophy and another
generous supply of cat food.
Pageant activitites include a
pussycat fashion show during
which the "Pretenders" will
model
owner-designed
costumes prepresenting their
"principality." There will also
be a two day "Tournament of
Games" - a series of events
especially designed to test the
agility, interest and curiostiy of
the finalist felines. Among the
events, which simulate normal
houseplay, are ball rolling, high
jumping, solving arlhate
hurdle jump and teeter-totter.
Finally, .on -Stage of the
Fontainebleau's
famous
LaRonde nightclub before an
audience of more than 1000 - the
new King or Queen will be
crowned. The crown, designed
by F. J. Cooper, Inc.,
Philadelphia, is made ()f ermine, amethyst and diamonds
and valued at $2000. The (Town
converts to a bracelet for the
owner.
OAKS GOLF •

The women of the Oalol
Country Club will have their
first ladies' day golf on Wednesday, April 25, at nine a.m,
The U.S. Army Corps of En- with Mabel Rogers as hostess.
gineers said-Morgen Cityk,'Iaz Thia „was postponed from last
will have. to wait four to six week due to the bad weather.
weeks for the waters" the At- The ladies day luncheor, will be
served at-noon.
chafalaya River to subside.

'The P
Sour.ce
In Mu
Callow

Christian World
Celebrates Easter
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS sin; but let's face it, it's a fact
The
Christian
world of our society and a fact in
celebrated Easter Sunday with your life.
religious services, prayers for
"We can sweep it under the
peace, and holidaying. The rug and dismiss it and walk out
Roman Catholic vicar to the of here into the sunshine, to the
U.S. armed forces appealed for tennis court, to the yacht club
"true compassion" for those and to the beach and say, 'Well
who wouldn't fight in Vietnam, it was nice to have been in
and President Nixon heard a church on Easter.' Or you can
sermon about sin.
walk out of here transformed.
"Is it too much to hope that The time is perhaps for you to
our nation's leaders will be fish or cut bait."
able to balance a genuine rePope Paul VI, celebrating an
spect for the laws of our land open air mass before 250,000 in
with true compassion in the St. Peter's Square in Rome, apcases of thc se who for sincere pealed for peace in Indochina,
reasons would not serve in the the Middle East and especially
military" asked Terrence Car- Northern Ireland.
dinal Cooke, archbishop of New
He said the conflict in Ulster,
York, in his Easter message.
"contrary to the aspirations
"We pray that they will dis- and will of the majority of the
people themselves, is an affront
LEAPS AND LIVES-A man identified as Angelo Ferraro, 2'7, cover a way for those young
substitute
not only to humanity but to the
plummets from a fire escape in Brooklyn, New York,from which men to offer a fitting
return to their
Christian name."
he threatened to jump. A priest and police had convinced the man in service and
Northern Ireland's Roman
not to jump when he slipped and fell three stories into a net set up homes."
Outside on New York's Fifth
Catholics took part in more
hi police. He was unhurt.
Avenue, sunny, 86-degree than 30 marches to mark the
weather brought out an esti- 1916 Easter Rising that led to
mated 20,000 persons for the Irish independence. No disturbtraditional Easter Parade.
ances were reported at any of
President Nixon and his fami- the parades, but gunmen shot
ly attended services at the Key atikroops in Belfast, injuring a
Biscayne Presbyterian Church
byVander.
near the Florida White House
There also was no violence in
and heard the Rev. John A. Jerusalem as thousands attendSAIGON (AP)- A river con- six Viet Cong and two govern- Huffman Jr. preach:
ed services that began at sunvoy reached Cambodia's capital ment troops killed and 36 gov"I don't like to talk about rise.
today with cargoes of fuel and ernment troops wounded.
The South Vietnamese comrice after running enemy ammand reported 66 Communist
bushes on the Mekong River.
One South Korean-registered cease-fire violations in the It
tanker in the eight-vessel con- hours ending at dawn today,
voy was hit by mortar fire. One the lowest number since the
crewman was killed and three truce began Jan. 28. The previous low was 85 on April 16.
wounded.
Perhaps the most interesting
However, the drop in the toSix of the vessels were petroLOUISVILLE, Ky.-History
leum tankers and the other two tal was not considered signifi- lives at Churchill Downs. On part of the museum is a set of 10
carried cargoes of American cant because the number has Derby Day all eyes may be on pencil drawings done by an
rice to help replenish dwindling fluctuated widely from day to the horses that will contend in unknown artist, in the 1890's,
supplies in Phnom Penh, whose day.
this year's "Run for the Roses", during a visit to Louisville and
The Saigon command report- but with a quick glance at the the Derby. Scenes of a couple
main roads have been cut by
ed more attacks around the de- brick courtyards, wooden enjoying the attractions of the
Cambodian guerrilla forces.
The convoy was first at- fense perimeter in mountains concourses, and gingerbread city and Churchill Downs are
tacked near the South Vietnam- west of Hue in the northern architecture, it is easy to depicted in scenes and
ese-Cambodian border after part of the country, and three conjure up visions of the Der- measuring approximately four
feet by three feet. The drawings
starting out on the 60-mile jour- miles northwest of the base by's long and splendid past.
ney. The vessels made it past camp at Phu Cu on the central
In 1974, the 100th running of were discovered in the early
this attack without damage or coast 290 miles northeast of the Kentucky Derby will be 1950's behind some wall
injury.
Saigon. It said six enemy held, reaffirming its status as paneling.
Mrs. Cooper says, "It's
The mortar hit the Korean troops were killed in the attack the oldest and most prestigious
vessel about half way up the near Phu Cu and seven gover- horse race in the United States. almost as if they were made for
ment soldiers wounded.
river.
These 100 years of racing have a museum that wasn't, to be
Hanoi Radio charged, mean- left more than memories and built for 60 years. They eaputre
The attack near the border
something about the Gay
was by small arms, machine while, that the United States nostalgia however.
guns and rockets. South Viet- plans to introduce troops from
In the Kentucky Derby Nineties that a modern artist
narn provided a heavy naval Thailand into Cambodia in a Museum at Churchill Downs, could not."
Just as illustrious as the
"hopeless" attempt to save the memorabilia going back to the
escort.
horses are the people who come
of
President
Lon
government
very
first
Derby
is
preserved
district
the
hit
rockets
Two
to watch the Derby. Guests
and exhibited.
town of Hong Ngu in the same Nol.
"The reactionary government
The museum exhibits hictuciet -have ,included the Duke and
bcirder area, but 110 Casualties
of Windsor, Prince
were reported. A ground attack in Thailand must bear the re- pictures of every Derby Winner Duchess
Rainier
of
Monaco, and many
for
any
serious
sponsibilities
since
Aristides
carried
away
shellings
and several small
p0ink1ed5.
were reported against govern- consequences which will result the prizes in 1875, as well as movie stars and
The popularity of Churchill
ment positions eight to 10 miles from its foolish military com- small bronze statues of 12 other
Downs and its museum is
northwest of Hong Ngu, with mitment and it is sure that it winners.
will only gain defeat," the
At the back of the museum is evidenced by the large number
broadcast said.
the Derby Trophy with its solid of visitors the museum has
"If the government of Thai- gold horse on top. According to attracted since it was opened in
land foolishly disgraces itself to the museum's curator, Mrs. 1962. In the entrance to the
serve as an instrument for the Mary Ann Cooper, herself a museum there is a large man of
United States by introducing licensed horse trainer, the the United States which controops into Cambodia, it will museum
purchased
this tains 6,800 pins representing the
not be able to avoid punitive valuable award from a bankrup home towns of the museum
visitors who have signed the
action which will be taken ac- estate at an auction.
The third in a series of art cordingly by the people and the
In one corner of the well-lit, guest register. This register
workshops at the Murray Art liberation forces of Cambodia cheerful room is a hand contains signatures of guests
Guild will be held on Thursday, who are the position of gaining operated "clicker machine" from all 50 states and 119
April 26from 6:30to 9:30 pin. at great victories."
used between 1908 and 1946 to foreign countries.
Along with the museum
103 North 6th Street. These
record
pari-mutuel bets.
workshops are made possible
Because this machine could not collections, Mrs. Cooper is in
by a grant from the Kentucky
calculate odds for each horse charge of free guided tours of
Arts Commission and the
separately, some gamblers Churchill Downs that serve
National Endowment for the
hired men to do this for them. approximately 350 people every
day during the summer months
Arts.
Scattered around the room in
This is the first of two sessions
glass cases are old programs, She estimates that 190.000
to be conducted lay Mrs. Emily
identification badges (one of people visit the museum each
Wolfson and will deal with
which says "Bookmaker",from year.
organization of a painting, with
Mrs. Cooper says the purpose
the 1890's when that activity
Howard W. Winchester of was legal), mint
emphasis on shapes and value.
julep glasses, of the museum has been to
people feel more
Emily Wolfson (Mrs. Alfred New Concord died this morning pictures of trainers and make
Wolfson),a native of Henderson at 2:35 at the Murray-Calloway jockeys, and other bits and welcome. "It gives a person an
who taught in the Art Depart- County \Hospital. He was 86 pieces of Derby history.
identity with the track even if he
on
Derby
ment of Murray State until 1969, years oij age and a retired
Hanging on the front wall is a watches the
is both a painter and a weaver, farmer.
picture of the famous "fighting television."
TX deceased was a member finish" of the 1933 Derby in
Judging from the popularity
and has won awards in both
of the New Concord Church of which two jockeys are shown of the Derby and the number of
fields.
After studying painting at Christ. Born November 21, 1886, engaging in hand-to-hand visitors the museum attracts, it
Thiene University, she held the in Calloway County, he was the combat as they race toward the seems to have accomplished its
Woolley Fellowship in painting son of the late Tom Luke finish line.
purpose.
in Paris, France, where she Winchester and Savanah
studied under Fernand Leger. Buchanan Winchester.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
She took her M.A. in painting at
Louisiana State University. Bettie Winchester, one son,
Mrs. Wolfson has also taught at Marvin Winchester, and two
Evansville College, and in the sisters, Mrs. Mae Wilson and
Fine Arts Department of In- Mrs. Robert (Eva) Lax, all of
at New Concord; two granUniversity
diana
Bloomington.
daughters, Mrs. Mary Frances
A past president of the McManus of New Concord and
Kentucky Guild of Artists and 'Mrs. Virginia Ann Henson of
Craftsmen, she was recently Jackson, Tenn.; three grandelected to another term on the sons, Tommy and Mack Winboard of the Guild.
chester, both of New Concord,
for the and Jackie Winchester of
Materials needed
workshop are as follows: Murray; seven great grandnewsprint pad,charcoal, pencil, children.
6 or 7 sheets of 9 x 12 conFuneral services will be held
struction paper, or 'other scrap Tuesday at two p.m. at the
paper such as paper bags, in chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
neutral colors (black, white, Funeral Home with Bro. Robert
111
grays, browns and tans), Witt of Henderson. Tenn., and
SO THAT'S. HOW IT USED TO BE-The displays at
Bro. Ralph Wilson officiating.
scissors and paste.
the Kentucky Derby Museum at Churchill Downs
Due to space limitations,
Interment will be in the New
mown th,iny.mougtor.tes 40.4evireek4,tenes. trainam
,
interested participosts are-4 Concord Cemetery with the
the
of
.jockeys,
Ind
few
_races
of
a
the
are
register
by
calling
pail-These
asked to
arrangements by the Blalock19.0,CuO visitors the museum reCentitt eath year from
Sarah Sinclair, 753-3273 or Coleman Funeral Home where
all 5,0 states an: more than 100 foreign countries.
Cynthia Peterson, 753-3505.
friend.s may

Member of Pv

Murray I
Kentuckl

River Convoy Reaches
Cambodian Capital Today
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